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Negenit officially in
Inauguration offers formal start to 1 8th Kenyon presidency
BY WILLOW BELDEN

Staff Reporter

"Tis not too late to seek a
newer world," Georgia Nugent said
her inaugural address Saturday
as she officially became Kenyon's
18th president. Nugent used this
line of Tennyson's as the theme for
her Inauguration ceremony, explaining how everyone at Kenyon
can and should strive to create a
newer, better world by using the
past as a guide to the future.
Nugent began by examining
the quest "to seek a newer world"
on an individual level, emphasizing the importance of crossing
boundaries, "not only of geography,
but of class, of gender.
"My own intellectual style ofin

ten proceeds through analogy, metaphor and bringing disparate things
together another type of boundary crossing," Nugent said. "For
me, the phrase 'to seek a newer
world' has to do with bringing the
past fruitfully into the future. This
is the study of antiquity not as a museum enshrining the past but as a
laboratory toward building the future."
"Every first year student bravely
and purposely strides forth to seek a
newer world," Nugent said, explaining that all new endeavors present ' 'opand renew
portunities to
both oneself and one's world. There
is, we might say, a touching belief in
re-imag-
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Gambier gears up
to elect new mayor
BY BRYAN STOKES II

Gambier Decides

Senior Staff Reporter
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The Inauguration in Photographs,
the possible, in a future that is not only
different, but better. I urge us to look
forward, not in a way that breaks with
the past, but that reconnects with it, in
the hope of advancing to a higher plateau."
Nugent went on to express her
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belief that this process should happen
not only at the individual, but also at
the college level. Quoting Socrates,
she asserted that "the unexamined life
is not worth living'" and stressed that
"by increasing our capacity for knowl-se- e
NUGENT, page three

With the upcoming retirement

of current Gambier

mayor

Micheal Schlemmer, three Village
residents have stepped forward as
candidates.
Kenyon Professor of Political
Science Kirk Emmert, retired Ma-

rine

Lieutenant-Colone-

Dan

l

Ralston '71 and
lawyer John Ryerson '72 will
self-employ-

ed

con- -

'

2'W0'3
Election Coverage
pp.2, 3, 16
tend for the mayorship on Tuesday. Each has focused on of water and wastewater management,
community development and the
potential closure of Wiggin Street
Elementary School as primary issues.
If elected, Emmert, a
resident of Gambier, intends to
also address Gambier's recent
electric power problems, as well
as student accountability. Emmert
was appointed to serve the remainder of the Village Council seat previously occupied by Assistant Professor of Art Read Baldwin, and
also serves as president of the
Shade Tree Commission.
"I would encourage students to get more involved in Village government. They came to
the meetings when Mr. Graham
Gund was there, I thought that was
pretty good. The Village is open
to their suggestions and their contributions," said Emmert. "On the
other hand, it has to be said that
e
there are some people in the
CANDIDATES, page two
25-ye- ar
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Kenyon College President Georgia Nugent watches as David Horvitz, chair of the Board of Trustees, speaks at
her Inauguration as the 18th leader of the College. Former President Philip Jordon observes.
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Student Council talks mental health policy at Kenyon
BY IAN

KERR-DALTO- N

Staff Reporter

The mental health services on
campus were a main topic of Oct.
19 Student Council meeting.
Jen Judson, Vice President
for Student Life, reported "an upward trend of students seeking
help" from counselors on campus.
According to statistics from
the Health and Counseling Center, cited at the meeting by Judson,
in the 1990s roughly 300 students
a year sought help from the counseling center. That number has
risen steadily over the past few
years to the current peak of 452
students seen by the counseling
staff during the past academic
year. No numbers are available
this year, but Judson said that the
counseling staff will likely see
even more students.
She said the numbers are

"skyrocketing." However, she said
that she did not know whether the
statistics included students who
were required to see a counselor
because of judicial action, as in the
case of drug and alcohol violations.
Judson also mentioned anecdotal
evidence from Director of Counseling
Services Patrick Gilligan, showing that
the current staff is overworked. She
said that Gilligan works long hours
every day, and often skips meals to
meet with students. Judson said he
works so hard during the year that "he
literally has to spend his summer just
recovering." She said "it worries him
that he might have to turn people
away."
Judson said the counselors "are
working their hardest and fulfilling the
current demand." But "right now." she
said, "they're at their limit"
She said, "The only thing to do
really is to get another staff member."

Steven Hands, Security and
Safety Chair, agreed there is a problem "It's not going to get any better,"
he said, "it's only going to get worse
and worse."
Sophomore Class Representative
Karly Burke added that from her experience working with the admissions
office, parents of prospective students
are asking more often about mental
health resources on campus.

Senior Class President Jesse
Spencer said adding another counselor would be a good idea, and worth
the extra expenditure. "If our school
can spend millions of dollars on new
athletic facilities for physical health, it
can certainly spend fifty thousand on
a counselor for mental health," he said.

Judson had previously

for registration of motorized scooters and mopeds to campus Security
and Safety. At the Council meeting
one week before, Hands had mentioned Security's recent concerns
about the scooters, since students
had been parking them immediately
outside residences and academic
buildings.

pus, with a registration fee no greater
than $30 for the full year." Student
Council members wanted the moderate registration fee to indicate that
scooters are in a separate class more
conspicuous than bicycles but less so
than cars. Additionally, the resolution
recommends that "the registration of
a mopedmotorized scooter should not
preclude the registration of a car."
Student Council suggested that
"several designated areas be created
for mopedsmotorized scooters on
campus in parking lots," but "until
these spaces are created, no mopeds

The resolution recommends that
"a new registration form and designation be created for mopeds on cam

motorized scooters should be ticketed if parked at least 10 feet from
the campus buildings."

Susman '04 said he would share Council members' thoughts on the matter
at the fall meeting of the Board of
Trustees.
Student Council also passed a
resolution recommending a policy

men-

tioned one of Gilligan's hesitations,
saying he was afraid of taking from
students' financial aid to pay for another staff member.
Student Council President Tom
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Sunday: Partly cloudy. High:
74F, low:51F.
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Candidates: Three vie for Gambier mayorship

Ralston, who grew up in
Mount Vernon and returned to

Emmert.
"That's a problem; we just had
a large entering class, and there
simply isn't room on the campus for everybody. I think we
either need to have smaller
classes, and I know that's always difficult to predict how
many people will come, or we
need to build more housing on
campus so that people can live
on campus. I think that's where
students should live, where
people in the Village would like
them to live, and that would be
a big help."

Emmert also intends to

continue his work with the
Shade Tree Commission, which
he joined in 1999 and was appointed chair of in 2001.

Gambier in 2000 from San Diego,
has identified development as the

focal point of his campaign.
Ralston currently volunteers as a
fire truck driver for the College
Township Fire Department."

of the water system, because
we've had some serious problems in terms of leaks in the water system ... We buy our water

"My primary goal is to enhance relations with the College,
the township and the Philander
Chase Corporation, and by doing
that come up with a new Village
master plan," said Ralston. "So
I would try to put together some
type of consensual effort to revise
the Village master plan based on
consensual input from the surrounding township, the College
and the Philander Chase Corpo-

from Mount Vernon, and we are

whole."

ration.
"Mount Vernon and the county

0.

Mount Vernon's biggest single
customer, the Village of Gambier," said Ryerson. "And
Kenyon College is Gambier's
biggest single customer. We
have a lot of old pipes and a lot
of old problems that we have to
address in terms of leaks and
water management. Otherwise
we may be forced to raise the

wa-

ter rates, which I don't think
people want to see.
"The second priority that I

Tree
Shade
"The
Tommission never did any-

have some different visions of

have is to ensure that when a new

thing, until I was on it and became chair of it, and we've undertaken a number of initiatives. We have planted a nurs

themselves than the village and the
College do," he continued. "I'm
all for controlled good growth in
Mount Vernon. We don't want

elementary school is built to replace Wiggin Street and that's
in the plans right now because of
the funding the state of Ohio has
given to elementary school district I would like to ensure that
the new Wiggin Street school is
built within the Village, hopefully within walking distance of
most of the people. I think that's
important in building a sense of

October 22 - 28, 2003
23, 11:25 pjn. - Suspicious
persons harassing students outside

Oct. 26, 1:53 a.m. - Student

ing false ID also cited for open

community," continued Ryerson.

of McBride Residence. Knox
County Sheriff's Office notified

container at Brooklyn and

All three candidates hold
similar stances on maintaining
the rural quality of Gambier by

Oct

Oct

24, 8:57 pan. - Non students
trespassing at Treleaven House.
They were told to leave campus.

giv-

Acland Streets. Student cited for
underage consumption at same
location.

Oct. 26, 3:08 a.m. - Vandalism
writing on walls at Gund Hall.

Oct 24, 11 :53 pjn. - Unauthorized
gatheringunderage consumption
of alcohol at Mather Residence.

Oct. 26, 1:42 p.m.

Oct

Oct. 26, 2:18 p.m. - Report of
dryer smoking in Gund Hall

25, 12:42 a.m. - Underage
intoxicatedill student at McBride
Residence.

Suspicious
vehicle outside Peirce Hall.
-

laundry. May have been overloaded. Dryer was unplugged.

Oct

25, 1:13 a.m. - Report of seal
missing from Bushnell Hall.

Oct. 26, 3:19 p..m.

- Vandalism
to guard rail on Biology Road.

Oct

25, 7:39 p.m. - Medical call
regarding injured student at Old
Kenyon. Student was transported
to Health and Counseling Center.

Oct. 26, 12:49 a.m. - Underage
intoxicatedill student at Mather
Residence.

Oct 26, 1:01 a.m. - Medical call
regarding ill custodian. Custodian was transported home by
custodial supervisor.

Oct 26, 1:45 a.m. - Student with
false ID at Gambier Grill.

Oct. 27, 5:37 p.m. - Medical call
regarding injured student at the
intramural field. Student transported to the Health and Counseling Center.
Oct. 28, 2:01 p.m. - Report of
items being burned in the breeze-wa- y
at McBride Residence.

Oct. 28, 6:35 p.m. - Students inadvertently getting paint on
Mather Residence breezeway
while painting sign. Maintenance was notified.

working with Mount Vernon, as
well as the surrounding townships. In addition, these candidates, all of whom have a'con-nectio- n
to the College, hope to
work towards balancing the symbiotic relationship between Gambier and Kenyon.

2 mayoral candidates to

appear at town meeting
A public town meeting to meet and ask questions of Gambier's
mayoral candidates has been scheduled for Sunday at 7 p.m. at the
Old Bank Building in downtown Gambier, next to the Post Office.
Two candidates Kirk Emmert and John Ryerson have accepted invitations to the town meeting. The third candidate for the
mayorship, Dan Ralston, declined the invitation.
The meeting will begin with brief statements by each candidate,
and a panel of three Village residents selected by the Collegian to
represent a diverse range of perspectives within Gambier, will then
have the opportunity to ask questions. The floor will then go to the
audience, and any resident will be able to ask a question of the candidates.
A small reception will follow the event.
The town meeting is sponsored by The Kenyon Collegian, with
by the Kenyon College Campus Colloquia fund,
which promotes interaction between students and College faculty,
and by the Kenyon Debating Society.
co-sponsors-

hip

to remain in their current

"With my grandfather's
background, my father's background and my background I
know a bunch of the villagers,"
said Ralston. "And I feel that
I've got a foot in both the village and the college."
Ryerson additionally expressed concern about Kenyon's

occu-

pations, if elected, once Ralston
is retired.

Traditionally, the office of mayor has been a part-tim- e
position.
"Contrary to Mr. Ralston, I
do not view the job of the mayor
e
as a
job," said Emmert.
e
"It's not intended to be a
job by the Village Council
and it need not be, and I think
that's a misunderstanding of the
job. It doesn't require that kind
of 40 hour- - a week supervision
of the administration, but it does
require the energy and foresight
and knowledge and experience
to find the important issues and
to bring them to the attention of
the council and to move the
council to deal with them."
In a pamphlet sent to the villagers of Gambier, Ralston
full-tim-

full-tim-

role in the Gambier central business district. "I would like to see
the continued encouragement of
businesses that are independent
from the College, I think that's
important. I'm concerned with
the possibility that the gas station will be closed, that would
be a huge mistake. It provides a
terrific service to the community
right now where it's located. I'd
like to see the grocery remain independent, and to the extent that
we can have a sprinkling of
small businesses that remain in-

--

stated his position, saying:
"Technically, being mayor of
job.
Gambier is a 'part-timRealistically and especially in
the face of growing and increasingly complex challenges and

dependent I think that's good,
rather than just having businesses run by the College and
just having buildings owned by
the College. I don't think that's

e'

the need for more responsive attention to the needs and concerns
of its citizens, the village requires and deserves leadership
beyond what can be devoted
r-the
demands of a day job
have been satisfied."

a good idea."

Although the candidates
agree on many of the pressing issues, there remains some dissent
concerning the role of the mayor
and the nature of the position.
Emmert and Ryerson both intend

afte-

"The relationship between
the village and the College has
always been at bad times problematical, and it can be very good
or it can be very bad," said
Ryerson. "There are a sizeable
amount of people who work for
the College who do not live in the
village or in the township. And
students are residents of the village for four years. They're
here as long as a lot of people
are."
"I think I have both knowledge of the College and connections with people at the College
and people in the village that
would make me a good person to

work with the College," said
Emmert. "I have an independent
view and I will pursue the interests of the Village, but I also
know people in the College and
can work with them."
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pus," continued

Gambier to become a neighborhood of Mount Vernon. Right now
we have open zoning, we need to
take a look at that to make sure
standards are upheld."
A resident for the past 21
years, Ryerson is focusing his campaign on rebuilding the water system, as well as Wiggin Street Elementary School. Ryerson, the
chair of the Democratic Party in
Gambier, served on Village Council from 1995-200He has also
worked as a staff member and lobbyist in the Illinois State Senate,
prior to serving as Director of
Planned Giving at Kenyon.
"The most important thing is
to ensure the financial viability
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ery, we've started planting trees
around town. We are going
around and noting trees on the
tree lawn, which is the part that
the city owns right around the village, which look dangerous or
need to be trimmed, and we're
going to keep an eye on those.
We've passed a new ordinance
with regard to trees. So in other
words, I've taken an active, energetic role in establishing policies there, and that's what I'd like
to do with the Council as a

etiS&'youe

CONTINUED from Page One
lage who resent students who
make a lot of noise on Friday and
Saturday evenings, and I think
we need to do more about that,
working with students and working with the College. This is
something where students need
to police themselves a little bit
better, and I think they can do it.
"One of the problems that
a number of people brought up
at the meetings with Mr. Gund
is that this year there are a lot
more students living off cam-

1
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Incumbant, write-i- n Renaissance statue takes a trip
seek Council seats
BY MARA ALPERIN

Staff Reporter

BY AMY BERGEN

lage structure as a top priority for coun"I've got some interest in seeing what can be done about
tree safety and street safety." He also
wants to devote time to "the water piping issue for Mount Vernon, which
just completed a big project in water
and sewer lines." Stamp adds that the
Council will need to address "the
village's infrastructure, especially with
regard to water and wastewater. I'm
also looking forward to some new
projects, such as examining ways the
village can improve on and perhaps
expand its parks."
Stamp also believes that improving communication in the Village will
be a Council priority - "communication between Village and College officials, and relations between Village
cil. Gump said

News Editor
Two candidates are running,
both unopposed, for seats on Gam-bie- r
Village Council tliis year - Gam-bie- r
Grill employee and longtime
Gambier resident Jamie Gump and
Associate Vice President for Communications Tom Stamp '73.
"I think I could put a fresh spin
on some new ideas," says Gump of
his goals for his first term on Council. Gump, who recently started
working as a bartender at the Grill,
worked at the Village Inn since 997
and has lived in Gambier since 993.
He became interested in politics
through a friend and alum who currently works for the Ohio Democratic
Party. Since his friend graduated in
1999, Gump has been waiting for a
chance to become involved in Gambier politics.
Stamp is running for a second
Council term. "I've enjoyed learning about and participating in
Gambier's government for the past
four years," he said
Both candidates mention Vil
1

1

residents and the College's students."
Gump said his job at the Grill
has given him a valuable perspective on local issues and communin
cation. "I get a good
of locals and people involved with
the College and their ideas and
concerns," he says. "It keeps my finger on the pulse of the community."
cross-sectio-

Bishop candidates
to stop at Kenyon
BY AMY BERGEN

News Editor
The three nominees for Eleventh
Bishop of Ohio will visit Kenyon and
Mount Vernon on Tuesday, November 4th, as part of their "Meet and
Greet" tour of the Diocese of Ohio.
All seek to fill the position vacated by
former Bishop J. Clark Grew IL who
retired last November. Rev. Patricia
L Merchant, Rev. James B. Lemler
and Rev. Mark Hollingsworth, Jr. will
meet with the members of Harcourt
Parish and with Canterbury, the
Parish's student group, as well as appearing at SL Paul's Church in Mount
Vernon on Tuesday evening.
"The Bishop is automatically a
trustee of Kenyon," said the Rev.
Karl Stevens, Assistant Rector and
Episcopal Chaplain to Harcourt Parish, explaining the importance of the
nominees to the College. "This is a
person who will go to trustee meetings, work with the Board of Campus Ministries and be the bishop for
everyone at Harcourt Parish." Many
of the program funds for Canterbury
come from the Diocese, and its bishops often stop in Gambier to meet with

parishioners and students. The
Bishop's role as a Kenyon trustee,
Stevens said, is "an artifact of Kenyon
being an Episcopal school."
All three candidates express enthusiasm for the future of the Episcopal Church in Ohio. "I enjoy looking
at the 'big picture' of the Church," said

Merchant, a rector at Cincinnati,
Ohio's Indian Hills Episcopal Presbyterian Church, in a personal statement
to the search committee. She wants to
help the Diocese reach out into rural

and urban ministries, and increase the
role of children and youth in congregations - "there is a seat for them at
every Eucharistic table." She says to
the Diocese of Oliio, "your diversity,
values and witness are an exciting invitation for the future."

Lemler is the President of
Theological Seminary in Evanston, IL. In his personal
statement, he says that he sees the
Bishop's role as "a peacemaker, a
learner, a leader and a person of vision" and that it requires "the ability
to lead in the midst of change and negotiate conflict" He mentioas work
for peace and justice as one of his high
work
priorities, and has led
and work that promotes women in
Seabury-Wester-

n

anti-racis-

m

leadership.
Hollingsworth currently serves as
an archdeacon in the Diocese of Massachusetts. He points out in his statement that "it is the Bishop's responsi-

bility to seek out the voices that
struggle to be heard... and just as
episcopos means overseer, it is the
Bishop's responsibility to provide
oversight" He praises the Episcopal
Church's commitment to diversity, and
says to the Diocese that "tliere is nowhere I would not be willing to go with
you."
Stevens encourages all interested
students to attend when the candidates
meet with Canterbury. He hopes that
the bishop will not only meet students'
religious needs at Kenyon but will
expand their interests to other Ohio
colleges. "At the moment they're focused exclusively on Kenyon," he
said, "which is a great honor for us,
but there's lots of colleges in Ohio. All
these colleges could be served."

Last week, the statue of the

Renaissance Man and Woman
moved to its third location since it
was brought to Kenyon.
Originally, it was in front of
Chalmers Library but had to be
moved when Olin Library was
built. A
change had it
located by Rosse Hall. Now, the
statue has been moved to a spot
across from the Church of the
Holy Spirit on Middle Path.
"I think the new location
will be a good spot," said Associate Vice President for Communications Thomas Stamp. "It's close
to the bench, so people can sit there
and contemplate it."
last-minu- te

tendent of Buildings and Grounds
Ed Neal, the process of moving the
statue was quite complex. Overseen by the Kenyon Maintenance
Department, the crew dug a hole
and filled it with concrete for a new
footer pad. The stone base of the
statue was then transferred and

ture much loved by many in the
Kenyon community, now and in
the past," said Special Assistant to
the President Howard Sacks. "In
keeping with the donor's wishes,
its new location allows everyone
to enjoy it as they walk down
Middle Path."

grouted into place on the new footer.
Finally, the statue was moved and
to the stone block. Neal
estimates that the total cost would
come to about $600.

However, not all students share
that view. "I think it was a waste of
ourtuition money," said freshman Josh
Zhang. "It was fine where it was."

re-ancho-

red

Kenyon administrators hope
that this will be the statue's permanent location. "The Renaissance Man and Woman is a sculp

Junior Warren Griffin King
shares Zhang's outlook. "I liked
the statue when it was outside of
Rosse Hall, if only because it was
a hole in Frisbee golf," said King.

r.

The reason for moving the statue
is complicated. Up until now, the

ini-

tial request to have the statue close to

Middle Path has not been honored.
"It is a long and gory story," explains
the donor, who wishes to remain
anonymous. "I don't want to get in-

"'

volved, but I'm glad of where it's
being moved."
The bronze statue was given
to Kenyon in the spring of 1973
during a welcome for the college
president at the time, William
Caples. It was given by an alumnus
as a gift from the class of 1961.
"I wanted the sculpture to creatively embody the concepts of the
liberation and joy of learning,"
said the donor, who commissioned
sculptor Charles Gagnon. He explained that he wanted the gift to
act as something all people at
Kenyon could enjoy.

Many administrators

.-- w"

J
I

are

happy with the new location. "I
believe the new site for the sculpture now conforms more accurately to the wishes of the donor,"
said Provost Greg Spaid.
According to Acting Superin

f"P

If'
-

Kevin Guckes

The Renaissance Man and Woman sculpture now standsin front
of Cromwell Cottage next to Middle Path.

Nugent: Welcomed to Kenyon
CONTINUED from

Page One
edge, reflection, and action, we will
also increase Kenyon's capacity to
act in and transform our world."
Concluding with a quote from
Tennyson's Ulysses, Nugent urged
students, faculty, administrators, and
staff members alike to remain com-

mitted tojhe cause of creating a
newer world.
Nugent seems to have confidence in Kenyon's ability to undertake such a challenge, asserting
that "Princeton is the Kenyon of
the East."
Many at Kenyon, in return,
expressed their confidence in
Nugent and their optimism about
her presidency. Administrators,
professors, alumni, trustees, parents, staff, students, and faculty
praised her academic qualifications, her ability to foster a healthy
relationship between the College
and the community, and her skill
as a leader and motivator. They
also applauded Kenyon for selecting a female president for the first
time.

Robert Fagles, Arthur

W.

Marks ' 9 Professor of Comparative Literature at Princeton University, commended Nugent on
her scholarly achievements and
expressed faith in her ability to
"turn her words into many forms
of action."
Deborah Johnson Reeder '85,
a member of the Gambier community, lauded Nugent's active role
1

in

strengthening ties between

Kenyon and the community, asserting that "Kenyon's role has
changed from college to community."
Both R. Hutchins Hodgson Jr.

'61, President of the Alumni
Council, and Professor of

Reli-

g
gious Studies Miriam
'74 said they are pleased
Dean-Ottin-

that Kenyon now has a woman
president.
Dean-Ottin- g
pointed out that
the abstract concepts of wisdom,
justice, courage, insight in action,
and soundness of mind are all
feminine nouns in Greek, and that
"the abstract concept of wisdom
is personified as a woman
throughout the literature of late

antiquity."
Dean-Ottin-

g

said she hopes

that Nugent "will continue to
manifest many of the characteristics that are ascribed to wisdom,"
and she praised the President's
"intelligent and humane spirit."
Student Council President
Tom Susman '04 further called on
Nugent to "seek out the active involvement of the student body,
to engage the students through
frequent dialogue, and to challenge them to live up to their
noble principles and to leave behind a better college than they
found when they first arrived."
Philip H. Jordan Jr., President
Emeritus of Kenyon College, presented the presidential medallion
to Nugent, who subsequently took
her seat on the presidential
"throne," beaming triumphantly.
Despite the excitement of
those involved, the inauguration
ceremony was sparsely attended.
Howard Sacks, Special Assistant
to the President, estimates that
only approximately 750 people
were present.
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Newer world losing the old?
Kenyon s should celebrate, not scorn, its Episcopalian roots
BY AMY

pious tradition as

P.i.R.;..N

weekend's Inauguration ceremonies, amid all the
music and well wishes, highThe past

lighted years of Kcnyon tradition. I'rayer began and ended

Saturday's Installation

ceremony. Wc still invoke the bless-

ings of the divine and repeat the
Latin phrases wc have heard for
e
years, even as wc seek that
ever-elusiv-

"newer world."
Wc also struggle to be inclusive, to temper every ceremony and
every action with political correctness, to embrace every tradition
equally, as evidenced in Sunday
morning's intcrfaith service. The
service was lovely, the words
and the spirit of celebration
evident, but I wonder if it was necessary for it to take the time and
place of the
communion at Harcourt Parish. I know it was only one special
week, but this is only one example
of a change that I fear may overcome Kenyon in the next few
years, a subtle change that would
shake the College's foundations
more than any Master Plan.
What I admire most about
Kenyon, even more than the rich
intellectual life and the wonderful people, is the exquisite balance it strikes between being an
inquisitive college that meets the
needs of a wide and growing
range of student and faculty beliefs and an unapologetic college
with a strong tradition of faith.
We sail our boat to new horizons,
but we keep our anchor. The
Church of the Holy Spirit is still
in the center of campus, its spire
visible from atop the small hill
outside the BFF.C, where even
Caples and Peirce Tower hide behind the trees. We have never
well-chos-

long-establish-

F.pis-cop-

ed

en

al

forgotten that Kenyon was
as were many

founded

current

universities, including most of the Ivies
in a reli- -

high-calib-

er

Act Now!
people, get 2th trip
Book
free. Visit the official website
for spring break '04. The best
deals to the hottest destinations. Group discounts for 6
1

800-838-820-
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www-.springbreakdirco-
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place to study

something above and beyond
oneself, to look upward as well
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Ready or not, here thi-- come. And this isn't just ;iny game of
tliis is laic October, and that means only one
thin);: Family Weekend.
It's lime to replace that row of Natty Light cans you're so
proud of with photos of your sister and a lew empty O.I bottles
for good measure. The same goes for all of our vices if we're
not ready to explain them, then we'd better have a plan for hiding
(hem.
Maybe this weekend should be renamed Family Invasion
Weekend. As often as we refer to the Hill as an idyllic bubble,
shielded from the harsh realities of the daily grind, we're also
kepi safe inside this academic Utopia from answering to just about
anyone. There's nobody to make us get up in the morning, go to
class or cat our vegetables. We set our own ultimatums and face
our own consequences.
But Family Weekend changes all that. Wc can't shout in the
servcry because Mom and Dad arc standing there. No more nicotine fix after a frustrating class, because your little brother went
with you anil has a few hundred questions on Freud's "oral fixation" concept. Some face even more serious concerns. Say you're
"out" as gay on campus, but haven't even thought about telling
your parents. How do you hide something like that?
What's more, a fluke in scheduling means that this year's
Family Weekend falls on the same night as the infamous Underground Halloween parties better rethink that Saran Wrap costume.
Even for those of us who may live more conservative lifestyles
at Kcnyon, there remains a difference between the Hill and the
Home. On the Hill, you can go to church, stay at home working
on Friday night, run countless extracurriculars when others are
partying, because you choose to do so we make our own choices.
What is expected at home can be natural on the Hill.
Don't take this the wrong way in many respects, it's very
nice to have our parent's swing through town from time to time.
Our parents feel good after a visit, because they've seen that we're
still alive, we're making friends and we're on speaking terms with
our professors. Not to mention the fact that, in most cases, they're
the ones footing the bill for our largely aloof daily existence.
Perhaps it is this very tension, in fact, that offers the beauty
of family and of college, however. We are, for four years, both
we live on our own, but always with
independent and grounded
the knowledge, which is both assurance and trepidation, that family is at hand.
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Here come the parents
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as inward.

person who doesn't believe
or dcmrx.racy fir gendcrv r.r
whatever, so wc add qualifiers u,
our language, tiptoe around
points we arc trying to make,
tell prospcctivcs that, ju-.- t
we have a church on car:,-puand some preachers in to
nohrnly at Kenyon would drt-f,of proselytizing them.
No mailer how progressive
wc arc, we never feel that wc are
progressive enough. I'm not s..rc
who we're so anxious to impress
or afraid to upset. A new generation of students? The academic community? The world
large? Where did we get the i.lr.a
that the more "progressive" .:.',
"liberal" and
wc are, the better? There is a deCirnl

il-.r-

the College's

Between

founding in 1824 and 2003, of
course, the world has changed.
The College has changed with it,
keeping pace with the newest
schools of thought and welcoming, as it should, all backgrounds
and beliefs. Kcnyon is listed in
guidebooks as more liberal than
conservative. Wc stage anti-wa- r
protests, debate with evangelists
and comment on the events in
Palestine. W'e strive for inclusive language when writing papers and articles. We emphasize
to prospective students that no
one needs to believe anything in
particular to come here.
This is fine and good, up to
a point.
F.ven as society
progresses, the facts remain
we are a school with a religious
heritage. There is a stone cross
between Hanna and Old Kcnyon.
Many of our philosophy, political science and English syllabi
line-u- p
of
read like an
dead white males. Many of these
dead white males looked at the
world from a religious, if not disall-st-

ar

tinctly Christian, perspective.
Somehow, somewhere, a kind of
shame seems to have crept into
our collective consciousness, a
feeling that we should be uncomfortable with these facts, or even
fall head over heels apologizing
for them.
This is not a mindset unique
to Kenyon. Universities across
America public and private,
large and small seem to be
turning in the direction of historical revision, tacking another
"post"' onto
straining to create discourse so
inclusive that it becomes meaningless. We are afraid to offend,
to appear stuck in an elitist, exclusive past. We never want to
run the risk of alienating that one
post-post-moder-

n,

Experience Jesus ... Just as You Are
Mulberry Street I'niterl
Methodist Chtirch
invites you to experience Christ:
Sunday fiv Worship:
9 a.m. Contemporary Worship
10 a.m. College & Career Class
Thnrti,i w
Young AJuh Fellowship 7; ) p.m.

.7!'i"?."
205 N. Mulberry St.

2.

(next to the Public Library)
Contact: Fli Homian 3
'-2-
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ference between accepting a.
beliefs and molding our own to
--

fit all of them until wc find t..
we have no clearly defined beliefs left.
In Kenyon's case, its Christian traditions make it what it is.
and they ought to be celebrate..
We need not excuse all the a'nxi-tie- s
perpetuated in the name r.f
Christianity in order to see its relevance. W'e can respect Western
tradition and Eastern tradition at
the same time. Religion need net
be a dirty word. Nor docs fa.;!",
for that matter. Dante was seeking Paradise, after all. President
Georgia Nugent is as Messed ro
be here as we are honored to
have her. Our heritage of faith
raising our personal standards hy
looking not only outward ar.5
is part cf
inward but upward
what makes Kenyon's intellectual foundation so solid, and its
spirit so humble and magnanimous despite a history cf
achievement that might well justify pomposity. W'e should not
be worried about fitting elastic

standards of 'progressivencv"
In this respect, at least, we have
nothing to be ashamed of. and no

reason to compromise.
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Recent history offers credence to Israel's claims
Conflict in Middle East lacks perspective: Israel has the right to defend itselffrom Palestinian agression
of Palestinian statehood without
proposing an alternative, because
any solution that leaves Israel in
existence would be a failure of his
g
goal to destroy it.
Kwiek writes: "current Israeli
Prime Minister Mr. Sharon needs
to do the same: allow Mr. Arafat's
prime ministers to function."
This would be hilarious if only
it weren't so sad. Kwiek has
stumbled on the truth by accident:
These are Arafat's ministers, and not
those of the Palestinian people. They
are a group of unelected thugs with
no real power to negotiate.
Mahmoud Abbas resigned as Palestinian prime minister not because
the Israelis prevented him from doing his job, but because Arafat prevented him from doing his job.
"The Palestinian Authority has
its own security forces," Kwiek
writes, "which, when allowed to
operate, are quite successful in
tracking down terrorists."

BY MICHAEL INLANDER

AND DAVID DONADIO
Guest Columnists
Nick Kwiek begins his recent
as an earnest examination of
d
a conflict in which Israelis, Arabs,
Palestinians and Americans are dying, but while he initially discredits
terrorism in all its forms, he ends
up telling us that the Jews have it

life-lon-

op-e-

coming.

What he presents as a serious
attempt to make sense of a complicated conflict is, in fact, an unequivocal condemnation of Israeli
policy, in which he fails to acknowledge any events that call his argument into question or to systematically deny their existence.
Kwiek completely ignores the
fact that, while almost all Israelis
support the creation of a Palestinwith Israel
ian state
side-by-si-

de

even after three years of terrorist
few Palestinians support
attacks
the continued existence of Israel. At
Camp David in the fall of 2000,
Yasser Arafat rejected former Israeli
Prime Minister Ehud Barak's offer

Can Kwiek provide any historical examples for us? No, because
the Palestinian security apparatus as
it exists today is not concerned with

"

tracking down terrorists, it's concerned with tracking down Arafat's
enemies including gays, Jews,
and those Palestinians who would
like to be able to choose their leaders in democratic elections. And, as
recently as last week, the Palestinian Authority's security forces
which, in spite of Kwiek's claims
of American aloofness, the U.S.
trained during the '90s were implicated in providing intelligence on
the location of an American convoy
that was bombed in Gaza. In that
attack, Palestinian terrorists deliberately killed three Americans who
were on their way to interview Palestinian applicants for Fulbright
scholarships. Doesn't this suggest a
rationale for American policy toward Israel an3 the Palestinian Authority?
"No country that wages a continuous war on a civilian population even in the sacrosanct name
of the War on Terror should be
seen as an equal nor should be protected by the international community," Kwiek writes, "It should not
hope to be counted among the civi

lized nations of the world."
One doesn't have to support
Israel's recent air strike in Syria to

recognize that Kwiek denies any
evidence that might make a case for .
it. Does he acknowledge that the site
Israel bombed was in fact a terrorist training camp, or that Israel presented
footage of it as
proof, or that the Syrians closed the
area to international journalists immediately after the attack? No.
Does he provide evidence that
Israel wages a continuous war on a
civilian population that is, evidence of acts Israel performs with
the intention of killing Palestinian
civilians? No.
Worst of all, Kwiek employs a
laughable moral double standard. IT
he wishes to hold all nations that
harm civilians to account and
even if he refuses to differentiate
between those that do so accidentally, such as the U.S. and Israel, and
those that do so intentionally
Kwiek might acknowledge that
Syria killed 20,000 of its own people
in Hama in 1982. By his own logic,
Syria should hardly have a voice in
al-Jaze-

era

the international community.
"The Israeli people, as long as
Sharon and other militants are in
power, cannot be viewed as innocent victims," Kwiek writes.
This looks like it could have

been taken from the Hamas field
manual. Translation: "They voted
for Sharon, so it's not so bad to kill
them."
We have grown sadly accustomed to hearing these sorts of sentiments from men like Malaysian Prime
Minister Mahathir Mohammed, who
recently exhorted fellow Muslims to
kill the Jews and received a
standing ovation but we never
thought we'd hear them echoed by a
student of our alma mater.
We would imagine Kwiek
doesn't want Israelis or Israeli Arabs
to keep getting eviscerated by suicide
bombers every time they go out to restaurants, but he doesn't seem to care
that that is what would happen if the
Israelis followed his advice. So it all
boils down to that
claim: "I have nothing against the
Jews; I jut think they have no right to
defend themselves."
57-na-ti-

on

all-too-fami-

liar

History of hostility evident in voices from the past and present
BY MICHAEL

erroneous claim that Israel is to
blame for the war and battles that
are taking place between Israel and
the Palestine Authority as well as for
the terrorist organizations responsible for the bombings of restaurants
and buses, shootings and attacks
against Israeli civilians.
Our fundamental condition
for cooperating with Germany was
a free hand to eradicate every last

COOPER

Guest Columnist
In thinking about how to

re-

spond to Nick Kwiek's opinion
piece, "Israel fosters new violence,"
which appeared in last week's Collegian, I came to the conclusion that
the words of Arab and Palestinian
leaders past and present provide a
clear and accurate response to his

Jew from Palestine and the Arab
world. I asked Hitler for an explicit
undertaking to allow us to solve the
Jewish problem in a manner befitting our national and racial aspirations and according to the scientific
methods innovated by Germany in
the handling of its Jews. The answer I got was: 'The Jews are yours.'
From the Memoirs of Haj
Amin al Husseini : Mufti of Jerusa- -

lem, the spiritual and political head
of the Arab and Muslim community

of Palestine
I am not solely fighting
against Israel itself. My task is to

deliver the Arab world from destruction through Israel's intrigue, which
has its roots abroad. Our hatred is
very strong. There is no sense in

talking about peace with Israel.
There is not even the smallest place
for negotiations.
Gamal Abdul Nasser, Oct.
14, 1956
Our forces are now entirely
ready not only to repulse the aggression, but to initiate the act of liberation itself, and to explode the Zionist presence in the Arab homeland.
The Syrian army, with its finger on
the trigger is united .... I, as a military man, believe that the time has
come to enter into a battle of anni-
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Muhammed Heikal, editor of
Egyptian newspaper, Al Ahram, February, 25, 1971.
The Palestinian people ac-
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hilation.
Hafez a I Assad, May 20,
1967
Arab policy at this stage has
but two objectives. The first, the
elimination of the traces of the 1967
aggression through an Israeli
withdrawl from all the territories it
occupied that year. The second objective is the elimination of the
traces of the 1948 agression, by the
means of the elimination of the State
of Israel itself. This is, however, as
yet an abstract, undefined objective,
and some of us have erred in commencing the latter step before the

al

cepted the Oslo agreements as a first
step and not as a permanent arrangement, based on the premise that the
war and struggle on die ground is
more efficient than a strusele from

Sc

I

a distant land... .for the Palestinian
people will continue the revolution
until they achieve the goals of the

'65 revolution...
Abd El Azia Shahian (Palestinian Authority Minister)
The '65
May 30, 2000.
revolution refers to the founding of
the PLO and the creation of the
Palestinian covenant that calls for
the destruction of Israel via an
armed struggle.
If we agree to declare our state
over what is now 22 percent of Palestine, meaning the West Bank and
Gaza, our ultimate goal is the liberation of all historic Palestine from
the River to the Sea .... We distinguish the strategic, long term goals
from the political phased goals,
which we are compelled to temporarily accept due to international
pressure.
Faisal Husseini,
June 24, 2001
Al-Ayaa- m,

Al-Ara-

bi,

The solution to this fifty year old
solution: The
conflict is a two-staPalestinian
state whose
creation of a
government and representitives agree
to end its hope of destroying the State
of Israel. Successive Israeli governments and the majority of the Israeli
citizens, from the 1920's to the present,
have long supported this solution. One
cannot say the same about most Palestinian and Arab leaders. Until those
who govern the Palestinian community decide that the establishment of
an independent Palestinian state in the
West Bank and Gaza is more important than their desire to destroy
the Israeli state, this conflict, will unfortunately continue for some time
to come. When it comes to questions
li
of responsibility regarding the
I
Kenyon
the
conflict, hope
community will be discerning and
careful readers when reaching their
te

Arab-Israe-

conclusions.
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The inside scoop in the Peirce Hall tower:
Collegian staff members strive for excellence in journalism and Christmas lights in the office
CHARLOTTE NUGENT
StaffWriter
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Have you ever wondered

it
fa-
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boasts a staff that is
with a diverse array of talent, and
at the helm are senior
Robbie Ketcham and
Gordon Umbarger. This is
Ketcham's second semester as
Editor-in-Chiand Umbarger's
first, but neither are strangers to
the paper; they have been writing
for the Collegian since the first
weeks of their freshman years.
"My freshman year," says
Ketcham, an English and history
major, "the Village of Gambier
decided to purchase a 'boot' to
place on the wheel of a parked car,
if the car's driver had too many
unpaid parking tickets. I was
to the boot story, Tand was
able to learn more about parking
co-Editors-in-C-

-

m

This year, the Collegian
jam-pack-
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from whence comes the weekly
dose of journalism that is The
Kenyon Collegian! Read on, and
wonder no longer.
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printer."
Adding a visual element to
the Collegian's articles is this
year's photo editor, sophomore
Kevin Guckes. A psychology and
studio art double major, Guckes
has been taking pictures for the
Collegian since the beginning of
last year.
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to maintain the standard of journalistic excellence we have had at
the Collegian for the past couple
of years."
When asked about his favorite Collegian moment, Haggerty,
a religious studies major, responds
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Business Manager Jaimie
Gesler '06, a potential international studies major, says she

s
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boots than

I

ever thought
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late-breaki-

ng

Senior Production Editor.

Al-

though Myers was editor-in-chilast year, she "decided to step
down from that position in order
to focus on academics and applying to Ph.D programs."
Writing for the newspaper
has offered Myers an insider's
view of the school's top administrators. "My favorite articles have
been when I get to interview the
presidents of the school," she
says. "I've been through three different presidents now Oden,
Sharp and Nugent and each is a
delight to interview."
Presiding over the News department of the Collegian this
year are Amy Bergen '04 and
Isankya Kodithuwakku '05. Each
ef

M
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would."

Umbarger, an English and
drama major, says he enjoys "the
story.
thrill of a
When President Rob Oden was
preparing to leave, it was the Collegian that broke the story of his
taking the Carleton College position of President before any kind
of announcement was made. We
had a great time making phone
calls, doing research and writing
the story all night in time for publication."
Taryn Myers '04, a psychology major with a women's and
gender studies concentration, is
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Nora Lyons & Kevin Guckes

Collegian staff members climb the spiral stairs to the top of Peirce Tower
while finalizing the paper for print.

has been writing for the paper
since her freshman year.
Among Bergen's favorite stories was a piece on the statue donated to the campus by Kenyon
alum Graham Gund. "Gund was
really nice and polite," Bergen

says. "The man really loves
Kenyon, whatever people may
think."

The editors' plans for the
News department this year vary.
"I'm more of a features writer, but
I'm working as news editor to
help out," says Kodithuwakku, a
math and international studies
double major.
Says Bergen, "I'd love to get
more people into writing news,
since it can be really good for you,
not only as a writer but as a Gambier resident. And I keep meaning
to put up Christmas lights in the
office."
This year's Opinions editor is
sophomore Mick Reynolds. "One
of the things I'd like to see the
opinions page do is focus, as much
as it can, on Kenyon issues," says
Reynolds. "I'd never want to discourage people from writing on

issues, but this is
Kenyon's newspaper, and what

non-Keny-

.

on

better forum to discuss issues related to Kenyon College than in
the opinions section of the newspaper?"
Heading up the Features section this year is Features Editor
Willow Belden '07. Belden is a
first-tim- e
Collegian writer and
editor.
She says her experience as a
reporter for the paper so far has
been a positive one. "The other
writers and editors are fun and
exciting," Belden says, "and I've
met a number of interesting faculty, staff and community members while researching articles."
Jesse Lewin '05 and Todd
Detmold '06 are this year's editors for the Arts and Entertainment
section. Lewin is also distribution
manager.
In charge of the Sports section are Executive Sports Editor
Jay Helmer '04 and Sports Editor
Liam Haggerty '06. Helmer, a history major, "would like to make
the Sports section more exciting
and would like
and

hopes "to get more ads in the paper to raise money and help the
paper's financial situation."
Online Editors Sarah Taylor
'04 and Erin Taylor '04 are at their
second year on the job. "With two
online editors and several assistants," says Sarah Taylor, a physics major, "we can get the entire
paper photos, cartoons and all
online by Thursday evening."
Additional staff members in-

happened," says Ketcham. "We
have new chairs in our office that,
unlike our old ones, have backs."
But there will also be changes and
growth of a more profound nature.
"I'm really hoping to improve
the quality of the paper," says
Umbarger. "This means sharper
writing, asking the right questions
and meeting deadlines. We serve
a diverse and critical student body,
and it's hard work trying to please
all of the people all of the time. It
comes down to getting it right, every time."
Ketcham also has plans for
the publication. "I have three
goals for this year. First, I want
to make sure everyone on staff
realizes how important they are
to the final product. Second, I'd
like to pursue some educational
or development work with interested staff. Lastly, I'd love to
work with other senior staffers
to update our style guide, and
especially draft an e.thics

manual."
Even the copy editors have

aspirations for the paper. "I am
looking forward to changing

'their' to 'they're," says Lisa

clude Managing Editor James
Lewis '04, Layout Manager
Rachel Kessler '04, and several

Rosenthal '07. "I also hope to
revolutionize the meaning of the
word 'peruse' and let the world
know that it does not mean 'to
skim' but rather 'to read meticulously, with careful attention to
detail.'"

copy editors who vary weekly.
This year should be a successful one for the Collegian. "Already, many exciting things have

What activity would you have added

Inaugural weekend?
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"Bobbing for apples."
Dylan Sage '04
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"I would have liked an underground
rave, to see President Nugent shake

her

funky soul,

wammy-famm- y

funky soul."
Densil Porteous '02

well-writte- n,

contest and a hula
"A
dance ... and sushi."
Abby Fammartino '04

Students and parents are invited to venture to the graveyard behind Rosse Hall on Saturday evening
from 9 p.m. for a reading of spooky literature led by Associate English Professor and IPHS Timothy
Shutt. Shutt will read selections from Beowulf, among other works. Everyone is welcome to participate by
reading selections from their favorite scary texts, not to exceed seven minutes. The event is being hosted
by NightCAPS (Celebrating Authors and Poets Society).

t

Wiggin Street students plan Halloween parade
The annual Wiggin Street Halloween Parade will take place this Friday at 2: 15 p.m. Everyone is encouraged to
watch students from Wiggin Street Elementary School show off their costumes in downtown Gambier.
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"An

all-facu-

lty

game of

duck-duck-goos-

e."

Erin Taylor, Heather Fuller,
Leeman Tarpley and Sarah Taylor,
all '04
BY ELIZABETH

MOORE
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Shutt to read scary literature in cemetery Saturday
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Artist Luensman discusses Olin exhibit
and personality.

BY ARIEL LUDWIG

Features Editor

Anthony Luensman is the man
responsible for the monkey that applauds your heroic efforts up the library stairs. He graduated from
Kenyon in 1988 and is now a proa
artist. His latgressive
in
the Olin Galest work, featured
lery, is entitled Eolian. "Eolian'
refers to a district of Asia Minor
colonized by the Greeks. It is also
the name of a mythic god of the
winds, and can denote formations
made by the winds. The works in
the Eolian exhibition are playful yet
and they tie together elements from Luensman's
experiences at Kenyon.
multi-medi-

thought-provokin-

g,

T.K.C. Where did you grow up?
A.L. I grew up in Western Cincinnati.

T.K.C. Tell me a little bit about your
family.

A.L. I have two sisters. My mother
stayed home with us during grade
school, and then later worked as a
hospital secretary. My father was a
fireman. So you could say that it was
very blue collar. I went to Catholic
grade school and Catholic high
school, and we lived in a Catholic
area as well. ... In high school, I had
an amazing art teacher, he was salvation. He had a life of his own, and
he would take trips to New York, a
sort of Bohemian life. He created a
place for me that was very comfortable, one that allowed me freedom

T.K.C. You said that you studied in
Japan for two years. How did that affect you and your work?
A.L. It really helped me figure out
where I wanted to go next When you
first leave college, it is a time when
you are trying out different jobs and
places to live. When thinking over my
options, I had to weigh where art fit
in, and in truth I really missed making
art. The place where I lived in Japan
was also like visual adrenaline. It was
a little fishing village, a working and
thriving agrarian society.
T.K.C. In what ways do you find
Kenyon, or the experiences that
you had at Kenyon, entering into
your work?
A.L. Kenyon was a solid foundation
for my work. It has also been a place
of support, and has influenced the issues with which I work. There are also
two professors that are still here that I
had: Professor Barry Gunderson and
Professor Claudia Esslinger. Professor Gunderson gave me a sense of
technical excellence, and he really instills a work ethic. And Professor
Esslinger is really supportive and helps
with the idea aspect of the art So together they were a great balance and a
great influence.
I

also had Professor Joseph

Slate when I was here, and I really
liked him. He would always spit out
an aphoristic gem of a phrase, for instance, "Sexuality is always such a
tough nut to crack." And then he would
just walk off, and I would be left with

this little enigmatic phrase or commentary, so I would have to keep thinking about it; he would never solve
it for me.
The art department at Kenyon is
really a great department I also took
art history classes when I was here,
and they were really helpful and comprehensive. I think Kenyon was just a
.great foundation.

Q

.

T.K.C. How has it been to be back
here, and what are some of the differences, or similarities that you have
noticed?
A.L. It is funny; it seems remarkably
the same. It has been 16 years, and I
can feel little difference. I guess that
this campus has always been very careful to preserve the feel. The students
seem a little different, I guess. When I
went here it was very
and now it seems less that way.
I mean people seem more friendly and
outgoing, a little less
pleasant really.
East-Coa- st

high-strun-
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T.K.C. What is the thing that you
have accomplished that you are
most proud of?
A.L. I think that the thing that I am
most proud of is my ability to construct
a life that allows me to do art, rather
than the art itself. I have been really
lucky to avoid traps and to keep my
life free. I am always just one step
ahead, and I never have any idea about
the next step. So I guess that it is a
little precarious. For instance, I haven't
had health insurance for years. There
are some big risks, but I have had
amazing opportunities to travel, not to

.

,

-

,U
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Kevin Guckes

"Door Alarm a.k.a. Companion for FIRE" from Luensman's Eolian
t
exhibit in the Olin Art Gallery.
mention my studios. I have been able
to keep in touch with myself, and this
is tangible in my shows. I am proud

of being able to maintain this
lifestyle, overcoming the sort of
logistics of living.
T.K.C. What is your favorite medium
to work with?

A.L. I guess that it would be multimedia, or mixed media. I play with
the technical and the electronic aspects, but I place the visual component above all else. I love
interactivity and sound, although not
at the expense of the final visual
aspect. In the end, I would still consider myself a visual artist.

Individual Events Team would kill for national title
BY CHARLOTTE NUGENT
StaffWriter

Kenyon College Individual
Events Speech Team
Co-captai-

ns:

Rosiland Baccus '05
'04

MaryThuell-Sled- d

Contact:
kenyon-i- e

kenyon.edu

In existence since: last year

What do you get when you
combine the intensity of team debate with the flair of actors in
The Kenyon Individual
Events Speech Team.
One of the newest groups on
campus, the club was formed only
last year. According to team member Ted Samuel '05, the team was
started "because we had much experience in high school, and knew
that Kenyon had enough talent to
support a team."
"Individual events is a term
used to describe speechmaking and
presentation," says
Rosiland Baccus '05. "This sounds
awfully cheesy, but it's the art of
speaking."
The group competes in about
five intercollegiate tournaments
each year, sponsored by the Ohio
Forensics Association. These tournaments offer chances for team
members to compete in two differ
mid-soliloqu-

co-Capta-

in

y?

ent types of speaking events: limited preparation events and interpretation events.
Limited preparation events are
exactly what they sound like. As
Baccus explains, "Competitors do
not get the topic for their speech
until each round of competition begins. ... For some events, such as
impromptu, the competitors step
into the room and are given a quote.
Using that quote, in seven minutes
they are expected to write and
present a coherent and eloquent
speech."
Interpretation events allow
speakers a bit more creative freedom. In these, "you pick your own
piece to perform," says Baccus.
"I've competed with a slave fairy
tale and more mature works, such
as Harry Dolan's 'Nigger.' I've seen
someone use Tupac's lyrics. You
could use the Bible. You could do a
drama piece. It all depends on your
personal interest"
Despite the club's short history,
it has had considerable competitive
success. At the most recent tournament, held at Bowling Green State
University in September, the team
competed having only three people
and took fourth place.
"Most other teams had ten
people," says Baccus. The Kenyon
team competes in the small entrants
division, as opposed to large, and
last year "at every tournament but
one we got into finals, even though

we only took three people," says
Baccus.
In addition to placing fourth in
the state last year, the team had three

out of four regular competitors
qualify for the national tournament.
The team was not able to attend nationals but, according to Baccus, this
year will be different
"We are heading to nationals
even if it kills someone," she says.
The culmination of the team's
first year of existence was winning
the Kenyon Office of Student Activities' award for Best New Student
Organization. "It was pretty sweet,"
says Baccus. "It was just a
award."
The team also works hard to
engage itself with life on campus
and with residents of Knox County.
"We've performed at coffeehouses for the Black Student Union,
the Crozier Center and the NLA sorority," says Baccus. "We presented
pieces at Kenyon's celebration of
Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday.
Right now, we're working with the
Model UN team to develop an
program at Mt. Vernon
Middle School. We want people to
be more comfortable with language
and with how to stand up in front
of a group."
Says Samuel, "One thing that I
really like about our team is that we
try to give back to the community.
... Last year, we performed some of
our pieces at a retirement home and
hard-foug-

ht

after--

school

the Mount Vernon library. It was
great to entertain people in a noncompetitive atmosphere."
A unique aspect of the team is
that it allows individuals to shine,
while still being part of a larger
group.
"You practice and compete
with a team, which is there to give
you guidance and support," says
team member Rob McGuire '07.
"Yet the participant is challenged as
an individual. My genre of specialty
is extemporaneous speaking, in
which the participant is alone in a
room with a judge and, depending
on the round, spectators. At this
moment, you alone are the only person able to determine your success."
For Baccus, the enchanting
part of being a member of the
speech team is its relation to
drama and the art of storytelling.
"I love stories! I love listening to
them, and I love telling them," she
says. "During rounds, we have the
opportunity to really give the best
of ourselves subtly through the
pieces we have chosen to present
and the way in which we do so.
The spoken word is often reserved for film, television or radio; but to me, actual spoken-wor- d
storytelling is irpresentation
To
be able to travel
replaceable.
through another person's narration
with the storyteller as a guide is
exciting."
According to McGuire, indi

speaking also
hones important skills for everyday life.
"I can firmly say that speaking has enabled me to write
more clearly, fluidly and with
more organization, to feel very
comfortable when meeting new
people and making conversation,
and to speak with eloquence and
understanding of current events,"
says McGuire. "I can recommend
individual events using one simple
image the next time you walk
into a room full of people you do
not know, would you rather be the
person who can confidently stand
before others and speak without
apprehension, or would you rather
dread every such instance?"
The team encourages anyone who may be interested in the
art of speaking to give it a
chance. "The team, as of today,
has only four members. In my
opinion, in a selective school of
1,500 bright students, the team
should be 10 or even 20 times as
large," says McGuire. "I hope
that as the team gains exposure,
more people will consider parvidual-events-sty- le

ticipation."
"Just come to

a

meeting!"

says Baccus. "Above all else, we
want our members to enjoy being a part of this organization.
We are a competitive team, and
we are proud of what we've
done, but we win with smiles."
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Presidential
Inauguration
brings weekend
of elegance
and eccentricity

V

V

A classic address (left): Professor Robert
Fagles of Princeton University addresses
students and dignitaries alike as President
Georgia Nugent's inauguration speaker.

Passing the torch (above): President
Georgia Nugent receives the medallion of
her office from someone who has been in her
shoes before, Kenyon's 16th president, Philip

H. Jordan.

4

photography by
Presidential party (above): President Georgia Nugent

trades in her

academic garb for formal wear and dances the night away with sophomore
George Williams at Saturday night's Inaugural Ball.

V

Taking the throne (left): During the inauguration, President Georgia
Nugent is all smiles
18th president.
'
mi

i

8

n.i

as she seats

herself in Kenyon history

as

the College's

Kevin Guckes,
Photo Editor

and

Laura Seckel,
Staff Photographer
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Treasuring in her heart (above):
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Presi-

dent Georgia Nugent listens intently to the
proceedings at her Inauguration ceremony.

Name in lights (above): Continuing a Kenyon tradition, the illumination of Old Kenyon highlighted Friday
night's festivities as the
illuminated windows of the building spelled out "Welcome Georgia and Tom."

'Though we come together on this Hill in a kind ofpastoral haven for reflection, we must
never lose sight of our commitment indeed, our responsibility to engage the larger world
with the fruits of that reflection, to help to build a newer world. '

President S. Georgia Nugent
-

i

The spirits attend (left):
Associate Professor of English and
IPHS Timothy Shutt captivates
the crowd with another round of
Kenyon's widely known ghost
stories, from the elevator shaft of
Caples to the fires of Old Kenyon.

r

I
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Sporting the hat (left): President Georgia Nugent

processes into

the Ernst Center for her inaguration ceremony.

Dance the day away (right): Members of the community pick up

J

some tips for the Inaugural Ball from the Ballroom Dance team on
Friday afternoon as part of "Hands on Kenyon."
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Coheed and Cambria return Singer Elliott Smith
passes away at 34
ing Secrets of Silent Earth: 3. Musically, the band has expanded their palate of sounds, experimenting
some-

BY DAN ALPER

Music Critic

Last year, when the band Coheed
and Cambria released their debut album, Second Stage Turbine Blade,
they garnered a decent amount of attention from those who were looking
for something a little different from
cookie-cuttemo or metal. Second
Stage Turbine Blade was a concept
album about two lovers, aptly named
er

Coheed and Cambria. At times,
Coheed and Cambria sound like the
illegitimate child conceived by a hastily arranged tryst between At The
Drive In and Rush. Although the lyrics were often bizarre, with meanings
that were difficult to decipher, soni-calthe band took advantage of the
ly

amazingly high vocal register of
frontman Claudio Sanchez his range
is so high, many have initially mistaken Sanchez for a female vocalist
and some fiery guitar pyrotechnics,
distancing themselves from their emo
contemporaries. On the strength of the
album and an incendiary live show,
Coheed and Cambria quickly amassed
a sizeable following of loyal fans.
Now, Coheed and Cambria are
ready to pick up where they left off
with their sophomore release, In Keep

times unsuccessfully

with new

sounds and styles. Lyrically, the album
continues the story started on Second
Stage Turbine Blade, as Silent Earth
is the second installment in a planned
cycle chronicling the story
of Coheed and Cambria Apparently,
the story is the tale of an intergalactic
battle in which Coheed and Cambria
must finally sacrifice their children in
order to save the universe. This subject matter is a bit more complex than
the usual emo fare.
The first song on the album, an
epic
long title track, reintroduces listeners to the world of
Coheed and Cambria As guitars swirl
and chug and drums crash, Sanchez
paints an apocalyptic picture of a
world ravaged by war. "Man your
own, take cover! Man your battle stafour-albu- m

eight-minu-

te

tions; we'll have you dead pretty
soon," Sanchez sings. After six and a

half minutes, the song fades out, leaving you with the assumption that the
song is over . . . until the same somber
guitar lines that started the song return a few seconds later and the song
chugs forward. A chorus is featured,
chanting "Oh oh oh oh," as if to inti

mate the boisterous sounds of armies
marching off to war.
Other propulsive numbers such
as "Three Evils (Embodied In Love)"
and "The Crowing" are sure to please
Coheed fans. "A Favor House Atlantic" is a thrashing anthem, which is
just begging to be sung live. The

song's lyrics are sure to find their
way into many an emo kid's online
diary.
As the album slips into its second half, though, it begins to lose
some of its steam. "Blood Red
Summer" sounds like any other
emo song on the radio, and "The
Camper Velorium I: Faint of Hearts''
wears its Beatles influences too blatantly. It is the band's experimentation that works, and these songs with
nothing to add, detract from the rest
of the album.
For all its flaws, In Keeping
Secrets of Silent Earth: 3 is an interesting album. If anything, it earns
distinction for being so different
from most of what is currently available in rock music. It should help
the band gain more exposure, and
will probably pick up a few hand-ful- s

of fans, but Coheed and
Cambria's sophomore effort is still
vastly inferior to their debut.

BY KATE TULLY

StaffWriter

When asked about her experience with musician Elliott Smith,
Sarah Topol '04 said she discovered
him her freshman year at Kenyoa
"I like his music for the lyrics," she
said, "because they can be abstract
or emotional." The outcry of distress
over Smith's recent death reached
across the campus. Anna Bloom '04
discovered Smith on the Good Will
Hunting soundtrack. "I listened to
him over and over again as I filled
out college applications," she said.
Tyler Rehm '06 describes Smith as
having "one of the most distinct and
innovative styles I've ever listened
to or encountered."
Born Steven Paul Smith in
1969, he picked up his first bass guitar at the tender age of five. After a
few years of indie success with his
Portland, Ore. band Heatmiser,
Smith launched a solo career in
1994 with his first album, Rowan
Candle. His style has been described as folky, introspective and

reminiscent of such

seminal

singersongwriters as Nick Drake,
Neil Young, James Taylor and Jeff
Buckley, but throughout his career
Smith carved out a niche for himself on the independent music
scene, crafting a unique body of
work, both musically and lyrically.
He told MTV News in 2001, "I always hate it when people call me
a singersongwriter. I try to sound
like a band."
Smith died at approximately
12: 15 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 21 at
the age of 34 from a single stab
wound to the chest that appeared
to be
Said Rehm, who will be performing a tribute to the late artk
at the Circle K bonfire on Nov. 8.
"It's sad that he's gone, but hopefully with his music he'll continue
to influence people and inspire
musicians for years to come."
Smith is survived by his mother
Bunny Welch; his father Gary
Smith; his
Darren
Welch; and his sisters Ashle
Welch and Rachel Smith.
self-inflicte-
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This Week at
Ringu (1998)
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Friday, 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
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The source for 2002's The
Ring, the Japanese cult horror

film Ringu was previously
available in the United States
only as a bootleg cassette tape.
Part of the mystery and suspense of the film came along
with the fact that the actual
tapes distributed on the black
market closely resembled the
unlabeled, weathered videotape
in the film. Now in major distribution along with its Ameri-

pense, however, are unaffected.
Two girls discuss a "killer
videotape" that brings death to
those who watch the tape one
week after they view it. After
one girl admits to having seen
it a week ago, she and her three
friends meet their horrific ends.
A curious aunt and her
ex-husba- nd

decide to look into the
deaths. After the two of them
finally view the tape, they have
seven days to lift the curse from
themselves. Their investigations take them to a volcanic island where a mother and daughter died long ago from rather

suspicious circumstances.
Comparisons to the remake
are inevitable, though neither
film-catruly be considered superior. While Gore Verbinski's
remake strings out the horror
n

throughout the course of the
film, Ringu director Hideo
Nataka allows for a long period
of development and mystery to
fill the middle portion, building
suspense into an explosive
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can counterpart, Ringu loses
that mysterious element. The
film's scare tactics and sus-
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"Here's Johnny!" Jack Nicholson stars in The Shining.

The Shining (1980)
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
(Note: Due to a scheduling conwe are unable to show Poltergeist this Saturday night. KFS
apologizes in advance for any

flict,

inconvenience.)

Stanley

Kubrick

used

Stephen King's novel The Shining as a source for his film, but
sought to create a horror more
atmospheric than the gore found
in the novel. Kubrick infuses the
finest elements of the horror and
thriller genres into this haunted
house tale. Even though the re-

sult didn't break box office
records or win awards, it still
stands as one of the finest horror films ever crafted due to its
consistently ominous tone.

Jack

Torrance

(Jack

Nicholson) takes a job as the
winter caretaker for a Colorado
mountain resort. He brings his
wife, Wendy (Shelley Duvall),
and their son, Danny, to stay

with him and keep him sane, but
soon things begin to go awry.
Snowed in. Jack begins to snap
and loses all focus on his work.
The ghosts begin to stir, and they
slowly drive Jack mad.
Kubrick's sweeping opening
shots, taking place high in the

Rockies, give great views of
the mountains, and later he
traps the audience within the
resort's long narrow hallways.
Dripping with tension and atmosphere, The Shining begins
as a gripping ghost story but
ends as a scintillating bloodbath.

Jackie Brown (1997)
Wednesday, 10:15 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
KFS opens "KFS is Hatch-

ing a Scheme Week" with one
of the most important directors
of the crime drama, Quentin
Tarantino, and his third film,
Jackie Brown. While his previous two works (Reservoir Dogs
and Pulp Fiction) centered

their attention on the criminal
element and lifestyle, Jackie
Brown takes an alternative approach, looking more at the char- acters and their circum
stances. The film works on
several levels, both as a crime
drama and as a character
sketch of an aging thief
played by Blaxploitation star
Pam Grier.
Jackie Brown (Grier) is
down and out and working as
an airline stewardess. Jackie
finds herself arrested for drug
possession upon return to the
United States from Mexico
and needs to be bailed out. She
calls on her old friend Ordell
(Samuel L. Jackson), who
would have her repay the favor by working for him in his
g
scheme.
However, the FBI is on to
Ordell, and they see Jackie as
the perfect tool to get to him.
In order to get herself away
from both of these menacing
forces, Jackie must craftily
work the two against each
other. With the aid of her bail
bondsman, Max Cherry (Robert Forster), Jackie works out
a plan to trick both sides.
One of the main delights
of Jackie Brown is Tarantino's
faith in his characters. The
people in this movie aren't
stupid, and the director hasn't
done any thinking for them. By
the end of the film, the last man

Premiere Theaters
11535 Upper Gilchrist Road

Mount
Movie-lin-

e:

Vernon
392-222-

0

Brother Bear
G
n

Sat-Su-

12:00, 1:50,
3:40

Fri-Thu- rs

5:30,7:20,
9:10

Runaway Jury
PG-1- 3
Sat-Su-

1:30

n

Fri-Thu- rs

4:30,

7:00,
9:30

Good Boy

PG
Sat-Su-n
Fri-Thu- rs

1:00,3:00
5:00,7:00,
9:00

weapon-smugglin-

standing is the one who has outwitted everyone else. This film
lacks the gratuitous violence that
usually marks Tarantino's work,
but what remains is a less flashy,
film.
more character-oriente-d

Texas Chainsaw Massacre
R
Sat-Su- n

12:40,1:50

Fri-Thu- rs

5:00,7:10,
9:40

Beyond Borders
R
Fri-Thu- rs

Scary Movie 3
PG-1- 3
Sat-Su-

n

Fri-Thu- rs

1:30,3:30,
5:20,7:30,
9:30

Radio
PG
Sat-Su-

n

Fri-Thu- rs

12:30,2:45

5:00,7:15,
9:30

School of Rock
PG-1- 3
Sat-Su-

Fri-Thu-

Brian Schiller

9:40

n
rs

1:30

4:45, 7:20
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KCDC features family portrait for family weekend
Senior Staff Writer

It's a perfect play for family
weekend: a husband is murdered by
his wife and her lover, a daughter is
forced to marry a poor man against
her will and a son is sent into exile.
A lovely family portrait, improved
only by the two children's decision
to return and avenge their father in
a bloody double murder. So goes
of Euripides' Electro,

the story

di-

rected by Professor of Drama Thomas Turgeon and playing in the
Bolton Theater at 8 p.m. Friday and
2:30 p.m. and 8 p.m. Saturday.

Turgeon has adapted Electro
from Euripides' character drama.
The plot circles around the intense
hatred the princess Electra feels towards Aegisthus and her mother,
Clytemnestra, played by junior Sarah Gitenstein. When Electra and
her estranged brother Orestes are

finally reunited, they plot their
bloody vengeance.

lead role, "It's hard when you play
a character who does horrible things
to feel that all my actions are justias
fiable, without commenting
myself on what I am doing. This
is, of course, a challenge because
my character does things that I think
are reprehensible."
Stein described her character as
a victim "who wants everyone to
feel sorry for her," which is rein-

forced visually by her torn and
ragged clothing and the hovel in
which she lives with a farmer, with
whom she is forced into marriage.
"Cry for me; cry that I am forced to
work like a slave!" exclaims Electra,
but behind her pathetic exterior lies
a vindictive and fierce core that
jumps on a chance to mete out a violent justice when her brother reappears. True to typical Greek tragedy, the play is overly dramatic, but
Stein does an excellent job of realistically portraying the sequence of
larger-than-li-

fe

events while retain-

Peter Bratt unites cultures

in Follow Me Home
BY

TED HORNICK
StaffWriter

The film Follow Me Home is
sometimes- solemn story of humanity and life.
Ebert and Roeper give the film two
thumbs up, and it has won such
honors as the Best Director award
at the 1996 American Indian Film
Festival and the Best Feature Film
Audience award at the 1996 San
Francisco International Film Festival. At 7 p.m. on November 5 in
Higley Auditorium, students will
have the opportunity to screen this

a

sometimes-funn-

y,

critically lauded film and speak
with its writer and director, Peter
Bratt
The film depicts three artists
of different ethnicities who are
traveling to Washington, D.C.,
where they intend to paint themselves on the White House. Each
of the artists brings his own heri
tage to the story one is African- American, one is an American Indian and one is Chicano and each
character exhibits what Bratt calls
a "soul wound." These wounds are
the "result of perpetration that was
committed against the indigenous
peoples of the Americas, and also
the Africans that were brought here
as slaves," he said.
The cast includes Bratt's
brother Benjamin (Traffic) and
acd
Academy
tress Alfre Woodard (Crooklyn).
Woodard, a relatively bankable,
Award-nominate-

respected actress, was so impressed
with the script that she offered to
take the role without pay.
In 992, four years after leaving NYU and moving to San Francisco, Peter Bratt worked with his
1

brother to

found

Chacras

Filmworks, a group focused on
making "films with indigenous
themes, histories and stories."
When Bratt completed Follow Me

Home, he was originally unable to
find a studio willing to distribute
the film, until malpractice litigation

lawyer Henri Norris created New
Millennia Films solely to ensure
that the movie got the audience it
deserved.
The film presentation is sponsored by a variety of campus
groups and figures, including the
Discrimination Advisors, the Office of Equal Opportunity, Assis-

-

ing their importance to the script.

Meanwhile, the farmer attempts to stay out of the affairs of
his royal wife as much as possible.
"The farmer is standing up for what
he believes in the best he can," said
Andy Vaught '05 of his role, "but
he also doesn't want to make anyone mad."
Vaught portrays his character
as a likeable, honest man who is
merely in the wrong place at the
wrong time and is not equipped to
deal with the consequences of royal
vengeance. At heart, he is a good
man, leading Orestes to comment,
"We spend our lives looking for
goodness and, when we see it, it
takes us by surprise."
Orestes himself, whom actor
Colin Mannex '06 describes as "a
nebbish fellow," actually performs
the murders, but in contrast to
Electra's egotistically savage desire
for revenge, Orestes appears to be
working towards justice.
"There is a difference between
being vindictive and being concerned with what's righteous," said
Mannex, who depicts this distinction in his characterization of
Orestes. But Electra does not want
to hear it, crying, "Let them suffer
in the same way I suffer!"
True to her vengeful, theatrical
personality, Electra does not care to
listen to her mother's justification
her

of

nity."

Equal Opportunity Officer
and College Ombudsperson
Wendy Hess said she hopes "the
screening of the film and the subsequent audience discussion will
stimulate thought and ideas about
t,
the
complex issue of race and identity
in our culture." The day after the
screening is the discrimination advisors' Speak Out Day, during
which the advisors will share the
results of Kenyon "s Campus Climate Attitudinal Survey, completed
last year.
Kenyon is just one stop on a
college tour Bratt is performing in
Ohio in order to increase awareness of his film, which contains a
pure message and a lesson worth
hearing.
ever-presen-

ever-evolvi-

ng

actions.

f

,

At the helm of the third
Scary Movie is a new director,
David Zucker. He is the aged
king of movie satire, whose
past movies Airplane!, Top Secret and Naked Gun have follwed
k
the
cliche for the
past 20 years.
With Scary Movie 3,
scenes taken from The Ring
and Signs constitute the main
"plot," if one can call it that,
though vignettes from films 8
Mile and The Matrix are
thrown into the mix, as well.
Charlie Sheen steps into Mel
Gibson's role as the retired
preacher whose cornstalks become prey to an alien crop
circle. Anna Faris, fresh from
recent success in Sofia
Coppola's Lost in Translation,
reprises her role of Cindy, now
a television reporter who simultaneously investigates the
crop ciricles and the terrifying
circumstances of people dying
seven days after watching a
videotape.
As it has done with many
slap-stic-

B-li-

st

actors before, Scary

Movie 3 also resurrects
can presume with brevity

we
the

''

r

....

-

:

.

-

Kevin Guckes

Becca Stein portrays the title role in Electra.

"Once a woman gets a reputation,
people twist everything she says and
turn it against her." Despite this argument, it is difficult to explain
away all the chaos revolving around
Agamemnon's death by one claim.
In his adaptation of the script,
Turgeon said his job is "not to tell
the audience what they should think,
but rather to try to give them something to think about; not 'interpreting' the play so much as completing it."

Associate Professor of Drama
William Marshall had a large part
to play in completing the production, as this is his debut presentation of set design at Kenyon.
Marshall's design, for which plans
began last spring, exemplifies the
poverty of Electra's home while including small details, such as a
chimney pot, to give actors "a touch

according

of verisimilitude,"

careers of Simon Rex and

BY JESSIE KATZ
Film Critic

.

'
.

-

Scary Movie 3 gives
three times the satire

tant Professor of Drama Jon
Tazewell and the Provost's Office.
Discrimination advisor Harrison Rivers '04 said he hopes the
film will "expose Kenyon students
to something new," and added it
could be anything from "a new perspective" to "a whole new set of
ideas." He also said that this connects to the discrimination advisors' ultimate goal of alleviating
discrimination on campus by
bringing students "closer to understanding and respecting each others' complexities, each others' histories" and "leadfing to a tighter,
more inclusive Kenyon commu-

murderous

Clytemnestra attributes her actions
to the poor status of women, a poke
by Euripides in which he essentially
says through Clytemnestra that,

I

Jenny McCarthy, who are best
suited in a movie that is at its
best when its actors are at their
worst. The reason movies like
this are allowed to get away with
their harsh lambasting is because
they recognize their own pointless
artificiality, such as when Cindy
lauds her premonition for danger
and then walks straight into a
boom mike, knocking down the
crewman and the extras around

Through the organically created
hovel and specific lighting, Marshall
said he hopes to give the set a "feeling of the expansive horizon found
in the Greek isles" in order to "paint

this colorful atmosphere ... with
light." The lighting design for the
play has been handled, under
Marshall's supervision, by Elton
Hartney '04.
Throughout the play, to the left
the
hut sits one of Turgeon's
of
structural changes, the priestess of
Apollo, played by Beth Kozlowski
'05.
Through the priestess' eyes, we
learn the narrative background of
the play, and the priestess leaves the
audience with a final judgment of
the characters' actions, saying simply, "No one could call this just."
She leaves us to reflect, with our
parents, the merits of revenge in
family disputes.

f
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TRADE
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Game Systems, Games, VHS,
DVD's and Music CD's!
Bring your Game Systems,
Games, VHS Movies, DVD
Movies, and Music CD's into
GameScape and use them
toward the purchase of the
latest New or Used Games,
Game. Systems, VHS Movies,
DVD Movies, and Music CD's!

her.

Writers Craig Mazin and Pat
Proft manage a tenuous balance
between jokes satirizing tired plot
conventions and more blatant
slapstick, so that endless Wile E.
Coyote stunts are mercilessly cut
by clever genre ribbing.
There are also more than a
few clever cameos from the likes
of Queen Latifah, George Carlin
and a whole slew of rappers who
I'm not sure realized that they
were included solely to spoof
themselves.
The only missing cinematic
victim is last summer's 28 Days
Later..., too recent to be written in,
but probably not so lucky the next
time. Rest assured, the Internet

Movie Database already lists
Scary Movie 4 as
material for 2004.

pre-producti-

on

M OFF

Any One (1) Used DVD or Music CD
Not valid with any other oHers or discounts.
Can not be uved in ccnvinaion with any trade
On& coupon
tlay pwM customer.
Coupon vao tntu
y-'ju'J-

Said Becca Stein '04 of her

BY LINDSAY WARNER
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Field Hockey doesn't quit; takes 2 of last

3

After starting final week with a loss to Oberlin, Ladies rebound with wins over Centre and Transylvania
tures, the Ladies had the hot
hand to start, as junior Liz
k
Aragona and Sivon scored

BY MICHAEL REYNOLDS

Opions Editor

back-to-bac-

While the Kenyon College
Ladies Field Hockey team has
had some rough starts this year,
they had no trouble bouncing
back from a
loss to Oberlin
College. They ended their 2003
season with successive wins
and
against Centre College,
3--

2--

2-- 1.

0

4-- 2,

Transylvania Universtiy,
The week began on a sour
note, when the Ladies were shut
out in their final
game to the Yeowomen of Oberlin
College. "I got screened on a
couple of the goals, which was
frustrating," said senior goalkeeper
Tamar Chalker, "but overall we
played hard, despite coming up
short."
Having been eliminated from
the NCAC playoffs at this point,
the Ladies turned their attention to
visiting Centre College of Danville,
Ky. On the strength of two goals
' by junior Maggie Hill, a goal off
of a penalty stroke by senior Annie
7-- 1.

in-confere-

nce

Huntoon and

first-ye-

ar

goals to give the Ladies
an early 0 lead. The Pioneers
answered the Ladies with a goal
of their own, and the score at the
half was
However, the story of the
second half was a much different for the Ladies. Coming out
after the half, the Ladies' offense
aggressively took control of the
game and buried the Pioneers
with five second-hal- f
goals. "We
were in front of their goal the
entire second half, it seemed,"

said sophomore Lindsay Galvin.
The scoring barrage started
with Huntoon, who helped the Ladies regain their previously held
two-golead when she found the
back of the Transylvania cage
early in the second half. Hill added
a goal only a few minutes after
that, and an offense clinging to a
one-golead at the half had
turned into a machine, registering
three more goals. It was Hill's third
goal in two days.
k
Aragona scored
goals just minutes apart, her second
and third of the game, and first-yeSarah Pfeifer capped the scoring for
al

al

back-to-bac-

ar

the Ladies when she pushed the
Kenyon's seventh and final goal past
the Transylvania goalkeeper, assisted

on the play by junior Claire
McGinnis. In scoring seven goals,
the Ladies strategy seemed simple
enough: take as many shots as possible. The Ladies gained comer after
comer against the besieged Pioneer
defense and kept pounding away.
"We had so many chances," said
Galvin, "that we were just waiting
for some of the shots to go in."
"We made great passes and
transitions, supported each other
and were able to put seven in the
goal," said senior Tai Chiappa,

a

Aside from the offensive
power surge, the Ladies defense
also stepped onto the field ready
to play in the second half. Behind the defense, the Ladies kept
the ball on the Pioneer half of the
field and pressured the Pioneer
defense to come up and make

stops against the Ladies

for-

wards.
"We played like a team today," said sophomore Kate
Flinner, "and we looked like we
were genuinely having fun playing the game of field hockey."
As the Ladies end their 2003
season, they depart with a 0
record, one win better than last
year. In a season that saw the Ladies lose seven games by one
goal, the team members undoubtedly see themselves as a playoff
team. With the emergence of sevwho have made an
eral first-yeaimmediate impact on the team
this fall, the Ladies look to turn
losses
some of those one-gointo wins, which the Ladies hope
will propel them into their first
NCAC playoff appearance in recent memory. With a long offseason ahead of them, the Ladies
will have plenty of opportunities
to form what looks to be a promising future.
7-1-

--

J

1

rs

I

-

Julia

Sivon's eighth goal of the season,
the Ladies turned back the Center
College Colonels 4-- 2 in a Saturday
afternoon match.
The cold wind and rain battered both the players and fans
who took in the Ladies season fi-

v

'

1

i

r

al

v

visiting
nale
against
Transylvania on Sunday afternoon. Despite the cold tempera

who closed out her field hockey
playing career at Kenyon .on
Sunday. "On Sunday, I think we
were really able to show all the
good parts of the whole season."

Junior Maggie Hill scores her first of two goals in the Ladies

4--

2

Kevin Guckcs

win over Centre College.

Ladies win 2 straight; Brobts receives conference award
Kenyon ends season beating Earlham
BY

ANDREW HASS
Staff Reporter

With a conference win
against Wittenberg last week,
the Ladies Soccer team wanted
two more wins this week to end
their season on a high note.
Having been eliminated from

the playoffs,

they, faced

3--

2

and Oberlin

Earlham last Saturday and then
Oberlin yesterday, with a realistic yet determined attitude.
What resulted was a spectacular end to an otherwise average season.
The first game the Ladies
played against Earlham proved

exciting, remaining

close

a

match throughout all 90 min

4-- 1;

first-ye-

ar

utes. Those who looked at the
Earlham game as an easy
Kenyon win were surprised
when the Quakers were the
first to capitalize. Just two
minutes into the game, the
Quakers got an early lead by
shooting one past goalie
Emilee Kaser '06 off a direct
kick. Kenyon returned fire,

performer named NCAC Player of the Week
however, and Annie Brobst '07
got her sixth goal of the season in the 23rd minute. The Ladies then pulled ahead on a
goal by Guin Granite '05 just
four minutes later. The Quak-

ers' star player, Angelique
Owanga, soon evened the game
once again, when she scored in
the 43rd minute. Then, in the
73rd minute, Kenyon forward
Kaitlin Ross '06 gave the Laadvantage as the
dies a
game was winding down.
3--

2

"I felt like my goal was the

;

1

culmination of everyone's hard
work. It sure was sweet," Ross
said later.
Kenyon was able to fend
off a few more Quaker onslaughts, and the Ladies took
victory.
home a
The Ladies continued their
vicwinning ways with a
tory over Oberlin yesterday.
Details of the win, however,
were unavailbe at presstime.
This game was relatively
inconseqetential for both
teams, as they have both
missed the playoffs, but it was
for the Ladies to
a last chanc-prove what they were made of.
"I'm really excited about
the game, and am looking forward to ending theseason on a
great note," defender Meghan
3--

(

2

4--

e

Two Ladies race towards the ball during

a

drill in practice

Kevin Clikkcs

1

Thomas '06 said before the
game. The win at Oberlin
could indeed be a highlight in
the record of a team that has
seen its share of ups and
downs. "We had a really good
season considering we had a
new coach and a lot of new
players. We also had some big
disappointments in overtime,
but I think we recovered from
them well," forward Stephanie
Mannatt '06 said.
The new players on the
team have been instrumental
in cementing several victories
for the Ladies. The offensive
r
Annie
production of
Brobst in particular has confirst-yea-

verted several games that
would have been long shot

wins

competitive

into

matches. Brobst, for her
talent, was awarded
the NCAC's women's soccer
Player of the Week award on
six
Monday. Her
have
and
two
assists
goals
played major roles in several
close games. The Ladies may
have missed the playoffs, but
they can be confident knowing they have a rising star in
their ranks. With the wins this
week, the Ladies are
in the conoverall, and
ference.
goal-scorin-

team-leadin-

g

7-1-

4-4-

.

-0

0-1

g
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Never say never: Lords get first conference win
Kenyon falls

3--

2

to Ohio Wesleyan after disputed goal; beats Earlham by same score for first NCAC victory
Embleton and was able to score
a breakaway goal to put Kenyon
Though the Lords played
up
tremendous defense early on, the
Bishops were able to scratch together two goals late in the first
half to take a 1 lead.
Kenyon was able to respond
in the second half, as freshman
Yoni Geffen headed home a soaring free kick by defender Barret

MITTICA

BY C.J.

Staff Reporter

1--

The Kenyon Men's Soccer
team has had their fair share of

difficulties this year, but the
team has been steadily improv-

2--

ing their play over the past
couple weeks. The persistence
that the team has displayed all
season finally paid off this past
week. The Lords put up a tre-

mendous fight against

top-rank-

Bohnengel. Moreover, the
Lords, experimenting with a
formation, were able to keep
the OWU offense clamped down
4-5-

ed

Ohio Wesleyan and only
on a disputed missed-gocall at the end of the game.
Any bitterness, however, was
soon erased as the Lords posted
their first conference win with a
lost

3--

2

al

dominating

3--

"We played with a new system to try and combat OWU's
game," Slawson said. "It worked
because everybody was able to
play the new roles we asked of
them."
The teams were locked in a
tie late in the game, and it appeared as if the game was heading to overtime. A controversial
play changed all that. An OWU
midfielder put a shot on net with
only 27 seconds left. Embleton,
standing at the goal mouth, was
able to kick the ball away. Yet
the line judge signaled a goal,
and a stunned Kenyon team was
forced to accept a bitter 2 loss.
"I thought I was at the goal
line and that I cleared the ball before it crossed," said Embleton.
"It's a shame the game had to
end that way."
The Lords had to travel far

Earlham College.
"We know we've had the
talent all year," said assistant
Coach Oliver Slawson. "Over
the past few weeks, our performances have been steadily improving."
"I think we've stepped up
and played to our capabilities in
these past couple games," said
Jeff Embleton.
senior
There was no doubt that last
Wednesday's game against Ohio
Wesleyan University would be
immensely difficult, especially
co-capt-

ain

vision III teams in the country.
overall,
But the Lords
NCAC) showed no fear
early, striking quickly for the
first goal. Senior forward Duma
Magagula took a long send from
1--

-2

another goal off the pass from

senior

co-capta-

in

Andrew

Sheridan a mere four minutes
later. In a flash, the Lords already had a commanding
lead.
Earlham would notch a
goal before half, but Kenyon
would make sure that the Quakers had no chance at victory.
Sheridan recorded his second
assist of the day, this time feeding sophomore Rubin Miller for
two-go-

al

i

the Lords' third goal. That score
would prove paramount, as
Earlham put in a goal with only

three seconds left. The Lords
emerged with a 2 victory and
their first win in the conference.
"They didn't give up. They
3--

never rested with a two goal
lead," said Slawson. "We kept
going out and applying pressure.

The score didn't reflect the
game. It could have been 1
with the amount of chances we
had."
The Lords' improved play
over the past three games coincided with the first three starts of
the year by senior goalkeeper
6--

Dave Handy. After sitting behind
freshman keeper Rob McMillan

.'

.

most of the year, Handy has made
the most of his opportunities, getting clutch saves and keeping the
team in the game when they
needed him most. After playing
Wooster on Wednesday, the Lords
will have only one game left in
their season. Their final goal is to
display the high level at which this
team can play.
'We're going to show the
same attitude that we've had in
the last two games and do well,"
said Slawson. "Maybe we can
put the cat amongst the pigeons,
as it was."

The final game, against
Hiram College, will take place
Saturday. The match starts at 2
p.m.

-

r

3--

considering that the Battling
Bishops were one of top ten Di(3-12-

-1

while generating scoring
chances with only one forward.

victory over

2

0.

the team would be lethargic was
quickly erased. Embleton put the
Lords on the board only a minute
and a half into the game, blasting a goal off the feed from
Geffen. But the Lords were not
done yet, as Magagula notched

5-1

for their next game against
Earlham, but any possibility that

Kevin Guckes

Two Lords get their heads in the game during practice.

Kenyon Ballroom Dance Team: small school, big results
past weekend. Though they had
done an outstanding job at Cornell,
dancing circles around some of their
bigger competitors such as Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the
University of Michigan with
whom they also joined forces with
for one of the team events and New
York University, they had not ex-

BY TAMAR CHALKER

Staff Reporter
The Kenyon College Ballroom
Dance Club team kicked off their
competitive season earlier this month
with a contest at Cornell University,
where they proved that, despite being from a small school, they could
compete with anyone.

They continued their season

pected as much success in the smaller

performances and came away with
first place in the team competition.
At Cornell, the Lords and Ladies had two teams compete,
Kenyon A who combined with
Michigan for the International Team
Match and Kenyon B. Kenyon A
came away with third place in the
American Team Match and second
place in the International Team

The

Match. Kenyon B placed sixth in the

KCBDC pulled off some amazing

International Team Match. There
were some outstanding performances, by both veteran dancers
and some newcomers. KCBDC
President Ksenia Sokolyanskaya
'04 said, "All the newcomers were
fabulous." But a couple of them
stole the spotlight. Amy Loria '07
and Britain Willcock '07 walked
away with a blue ribbon for their
performance in the American
Smooth Newcomer Foxtrot, as
well as a second place ribbon in
the Tango. Willcock also danced
with Kelly Smallwood '05 for the
International Standard Newcomer
Waltz and Quickstep, for which
they placed fourth and second, respectively.
While the newcomers were
able to make their presence
known, the veteran dancers were
dancing up a storm. Competition
coordinator Sara Murdock '05 said,
"Becky Pogany '05 danced better

Columbus

with the Columbus Star Ball this

competition.

,
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Sophomores Brian Neenan and Katy Cosse cut the rug.

-

Amy Lria

than she ever has before," and that
Sokolyanskaya "danced unbelievably well and has a blue ribbon for
silver and gold Latin to show for
it, not to mention a third place
which is the
in open
second most difficult category at
any given competition."
Pogany and Jason Stewart, from
Michigan, walked away with a
plethora of ribbons for their performances in the American
Smooth Bronze Waltz and Tango,
the International Standard Bronze
Waltz, Tango and Quickstep and
pre-cha-

mp

the American Rhythm Bronze,
Rumba and Swing. Murdock and
Stewart placed second in the
American Rhythm Bronze Cha-Ch- a.
Murdock also placed third in

the American Smooth Bronze
Waltz, Tango and Foxtrot, dancing
with Sokolyanskaya.
The Lords and Ladies Ball-

room Dancers were definitely
pleased with their time at Cornell.
As Murdock' said, "Despite
16 hours of driving, virtually no
sleep and dancing in two and a half
inch heels for 10 hours, it was a
fabulous competition."
Though much smaller, the
KCBDC's next compeition was to
be a tough one. Sokolyanskaya
said, "We were expecting to get
the last place or close to. it." How

ever, the Lords and Ladies were
able to win the team competition.
There were four teams dancing and eight dances that people
competed in, and the Kenyon College Ballroom Dancers were able
to win blue ribbons in four of the
dances. Brian Neenan '06 and

-

Murdock won the American
Tango, J. P. Barringer '04 and
Sokolyanskaya won the American

Rumba and

Murdock

and

Sokolyanskaya combined to grab the
blue ribbon for the American Mambo.
Neenan and Sokolyanskaya also won
the International Quickstep. In addi-

tion to their four blue ribbons,

Neenan and Allyson Whipple
'06 grabbed a second place ribbon in the International Waltz,
Barringer and Pogany placed
third in the American Foxtrot
and Pogany and Sokolyanskaya
placed fourth in the International
Cha-ChWillcock and Whipple,
who danced the International
Jive, also placed fourth.
Alhough it is just the start of
the Ballroom Dancers competitive
season, they have already proven
that they are a power with which to
be reckoned. With this combination
of seasoned veterans and talented
newcomers, these Lords and Ladies
appear to be on their way to another
successful season.
a.

,
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Hiram's win over Lords snaps 21 game losing skid
--

Terrier running back sets new school rushing record as

trouncing of Kenyon ends team's epic dry spell

34-- 7

ond half. Senior quarterback Brad
Noojin tossed a
touchdown pass to freshman running
back Alby Coombs. The drive
quickly covered 53 yards on seven
plays.
Coombs rushed 21 times for
111 yards, continuing the resurgence of Kenyon's ground game,
although those yards meant little
beacuse of only one Kenyon
touchdown on the board. However, unlike Hiram, the Lords had
trouble moving the ball through
the air, preventing the big play
option and making it easier for the
Terriers to focus primarily on the
Lords ground attack.

BY JAKE APPLEMAN

six-ya-

Staff Reporter

Going into the 2003 football
season, there was one game on the
Kenyon Football Lords' schedule
that many may have penciled in
as a win. Everything else, it
seemed, would be hard fought and
hard earned.
disAfter last year's 22-1- 0
patching of Hiram in front of a
raucous crowd at McBride field
that yielded the Lords their only
victory of the season, the Hiram
game this year seemed to be the one
upon which Kenyon could count.
And why shouldn't Kenyon waltz
onto Hiram field and walk all over
the Terriers? They treated the Terriers like poodles last year. But no
one could have predicted the outcome of last week's game, unless
they had some supernatural way
of knowing that the Terriers were
going to snap their 21 game losing streak with a 34-- 7 pounding
of the Lords. What a difference a
year makes.
Said freshman receiver Carlin
Shoemaker, "We were definitley
disapointed in the fact that we lost
to a team that we thought we prepared to defeat."
The Lords entered the game
coming off a tough loss to Oberlin,
a game that showcased the vast
improvement of their defense. A
performance of that magnitude,
even in a losing cause, against an
opponant vastly superior to Hiram
normallly would indicate victory
on the horizon. Unfortunately, the
exact oppostite took place on
--

"Cleveland Browns Legend's
Day" at Charles A. Henry field.
With 20 Brown greats on hand

I

r

.

f

:

rd

After the Lords made

a

game of it, Hiram struck back
with a demoralizing four minute
and 33 second drive that went 1
plays for 86 yards, culminating
with a litte bit of Terrier trickery on a
reverse by
Papacostas. He scored again, and
the Terriers coasted to the win
from there on in.
The Lords defense was led
by Junior Casey McConnell, who
racked up 19 tackles. Junior Ben
Woodcock had nine tackles and
an interception. On a day when
the Lords had trouble stopping
the Terriers, last year's leading
tackier was everywhere. Junior
Ben Woodcock compiled nine
tackles and an interception.
Overall, the Terriers nearly
outyarded the Lords two to one. But
while the debacle of last Saturday
is a black eye on this season of improvement for Kenyon, it shouldn't
deter them from winning.
The Lords look to turn things
around this Saturday as they take on
Ohio Wesleyan at home at 1 p.m.
1

The Kenyon offense has struggled over the past few weeks.
and a pregame pep talk from
theatrics beautifully, most notably
Coach Sam Rutigliano, the when he hooked up with his favorTerriers turned into ferocious, ite target, freshman John Papacostas.
g
bulldogs. Terrier
Papacostas made the Lords' secondhalfback Tim Anderson used ary look like children, catching two
Legend's Day to create his own Kravitz passes for touchdowns and
little bit of history, running running another one in. He ended
roughshod over the Kenyon deup with 58 yards receiving.
fense, unrecognizable compared to
Once again, the Lords began
just a week ago. Anderson carried by playing solid defense in the first
the ball 38 times for 224 yards, setquarter. Hiram's first two drives
ting a new school record.
resulted in punts and they were
While Anderson's ground stuffed on their third. However, the
glory spoke volumes of Hiram's
second quarter told a very differoffensive dominance, their passent story. After stopping the Lords
ing attack had its way, as well.
on what proved to be a crucial
Sophomore quarterback Max fourth and one in Hiram territory,
Kravitz, stifled by the Lords' dethe Terriers offense went to work,
fense only a year ago, had a bana type of work that hadn't been
ner day, passing efficiently for 225 seen for 21 games.
yards and three touchdowns. The
Kravitz hit Papacostas on a
13- - yard touchdown strike, and the
clueless Kravitz of a year ago was
nowhere to be seen, as he Terriers's offense began its big
day.
complimented Anderson's ground
ex-Bro-

wn

Lord-maulin-

Kevin Guckes

"I was surprised that their determination to win was greater
than ours," Shoemaker said. "I
didn't think that would happen after what their record shows. We
beat them the past two years for

our only win each season.
thought they'd pretty much shut

I

it

down by this point in the season,
being
The Terriers wasted no time
in terrorizing the Lords defense on
their next drive, scoring just four
minutes and 1 1 seconds after they
broke the deadlock on a
laser from Kravitz to Jammel
Mutawakkill. The Terriers made it
obvious with two quick scoring
drives that the
was their offensive execution at Kenyon's expense. Mutawakkill caught five
balls for 119 yards.
0-6-

."

24-ya- rd

4-1-
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Kenyon got back into the
game on their first drive of the sec

14-ya-

rd

Freshman tailback Coombs is only getting started
It's not easy being a running
back. Sure, you wear a number on
your back like everyone else, but
it might as well be a red and white
target. You make your career attempting to run past 1 defenders,
many of whom are nearly twice
on crushyour size and dead-se- t
ing you. Stepping up to this difficult task for the Lords this season
is freshman Albie Coombs.
In the year that the Lords
hope will be the first step in
1

program
turning a
around, Coombs has been oneof
the stars, often carrying the offense on his 6'0"
shoulders.
Last fall, for the perspective
class of '07, coming to Kenyon to
near-dea- d

200-poun-

d

play football must have forced one
to question his sanity. The team
was finishing up its second conseason, and at the low
secutive
point, injuries and other circumstances had shrunk the team to just
26 players. While Coombs, like
many other Kenyon athletes, came
to Gambier for academic reasons
1-

-9

third of the teams' total offensive
production. Coombs also has three
TDs this season two running,
one receiving but he says, "The
statistics are nice, but they are not
the most important thing." What
is the most important thing to
Coombs and the Lords is winning
and, after an extremely promising
the
and enthusiastic start at
Lords have dropped six straight,
the most recent being a loss to
Hiram, a
former bottom-feede- r
school that represented the lone
win for each of the two previous
Kenyon teams.
Despite the recent skid, the
signs of life coming from Lords
football diis year are undoubtedly
positive. Having a full sideline and
more importantly, a sense of pride

rather than athletic, he understood
the dire straits into which the program had fallen. Despite the seemingly grim outlook, Coombs and
19 other freshmen decided to
come out for the Lords under the

direction of new Coach Ted
Stanley. In his first few games in
purple and white, Coombs had run
his way to the head of the class.
Coombs made his Collegiate
debut against Centre College in
the Lords season opener with 65
yards on 15 carries, and one reception for an additional 5. It was
a rather inauspicious start, but it
was just a taste of what the Boston native had to offer.
The next week, in his first
home game albeit at Mount
Vernon High School Coombs
busted loose. He ran for 102 yards
and scored his first touchdown for
the Lords, as they picked up their
first win of the season. As ecstatic
as his performance must have
made the Kenyon faithful, the
Bethany game turned out to be
little more than an average one for
the talented Coombs.
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Since then, Coombs has
pushed his season totals to 809
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Coombs has racked up 809 total yards this season.
yards over eight games, including
cracking the century mark three
times. I le ran over Macalestcr for
162 yards, Denison for 151 and,
this past weekend against Hiram,
he ran for 14.
The Denison game was a particularly big one for Coombs, not
only because the Big Red serve as
Kenyon's de facto rival, "its a
1

Kevin (Juckes

from football has been noticeable in

game I'd like to win" he said. But
also because the running back for
Denison went to a rival Massachusetts high school to Coomb's
Belmont Hill.
Coombs' 809 total yards
place him second on the team,
be-hi-

nd

junior quarterback Nick
Stalick's 892. By himself,
Coombs accounts for more than a

Stanley and Coombs' first season.
"He wants everything to be
perfect," Coombs said of his
coach. This is only the beginning.
Coombs and the rest of the freshmen Lords still have three more
years to improve and impress. Come
on down, it will be fun to watch, and
you might just find Coombs running
the Lords to victory.
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Equestrian team jumps to 3rd and 4th place finishes
junior Lindsey Eckert with

a first
place finish, sophomore Tracey
Siegrist with first and third place
finishes, junior Julie Devine with
two second place finishes and senior Whitney Brown with a second place showing. On Sunday,
Eckert had one first place finish
and one second place finish.
Siegrist had first place and
third place finishes, and Devine
followed with a second place finish. Other top finishers included

BY ANNE POMEROY
StafF Reporter

This past Saturday and Sunday, Kenyon's Equestrian team
competed in the Intercollegiate
Horse Show Association's Hunter
Seat Horse Show, held by Ohio
University in Athens, Ohio.
Kenyon came away with a fourth
place team finish on Saturday and
a third place team finish on Sunday, beating teams such as
Denison and Lake Erie. Ohio University placed first on both days.

Brown and

Saturday's competition,

At

Kenyon's top finishers included

,

.
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first-yea-

r

Chris

Hanawalt, both placing third in
their events. On Sunday, Lindsey
Eckert was Reserve Champion

k-

-

.

,

-
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r
Steen,
Shannon
Selerowski and junior Blythe
first-yea-

Philips.

formed for Kenyon alumnae and
trustees.
This year, Kenyon's Equestrian team has 17 people riding
with eight showing over the weekend at Ohio University. The team,
which includes nine returning riders from last year, is led by
Steen and Devine.
Unlike a lot of other college
teams, many of the Kenyon riders
describe their team as "unique."
"We have lots of fun when we
show," said Eckert. "While we are
there to win, we're also there to
co-cap-ta- ins

The Equestrian team also
took part in the inaugural events
over the weekend. At the barn
where the team practices, they had
presentations in high jump,
quadral somewhat like synchronized riding and dressage, the
latter two presented to music.
These various events were per- -

.

--

v.' v

Highpoiht Rider of the show, finishing just after the Champion
Highpoint Rider. Other Kenyon
team members competing over the
weekend included senior Tori

'
.

if

enjoy the experience." The
Kenyon riders point out how well
they perform against larger teams
such as Lake Erie College, where
the school contributes well over
$100,000 to their various equestrian programs and owns around
100 horses, compared to the six
that Kenyon leases. Devine says

that Kenyon's success against

iff

i
-

Kevin Guckes

The Kenyon Equestrians gave horse rides at Fall Fest.

these highly competitive schools
can be attributed to "the team's
hard work."
In the equestrian competitions, there are two different categories of contests. These different types of events are flat classes
and jumping classes. The flat
classes are based on how well the
rider rides the horse, placing par

ticular importance on body position, posture and the riders technique. In the flat classes the rider
demonstrates her ability to have
the horse walk, trot and canter. The
jumping class is based on the riders' level of skill. The jumps get

increasingly higher, reaching
about three feet in height. For the
jumping classes, the event is set
on a patterned course, which
makes it an easier event to judge,
depending on whether or not the
rider follows the course.
One of the hardest parts of
collegiate equestrian competition
is that, when the riders arrive at
their competition, they are given an
unfamiliar horse. "Its one thing to
jump your own horse or a horse that
you are familiar with, but to just
hop on a strange horse takes guts,
tact and skill," said Eckert. In addition to riding an unfamiliar horse,
when the riders arrive at a competition they get absolutely no time
to warm up on the horse. Devine
compared the difficulty of these circumstances to "running a race
without being ready." Nevertheless, the team relishes the opportunity to compete in these various
equestrian events.
The teams next competition
will be held Nov.
8-1-

0.

Ladies Volleyball finishes fourth in home tournament
Kenyon goes
BY

1- -3

D.D. CARDEN
Staff Reporter

Ladies Volleyball held their
annual Kenyon Invitational Friday and Saturday of last week in
the temporary gymnasium. They
in the tournament, beatwent
ing Thiel and losing to Bluffton,
1-

-3

Case Western Reserve and
Heidelberg.
They came in fourth of six
teams, beating out conference
rival Denison, who placed fifth.
Although they did not compile a winning record, they kept
each match close and swept their
match with Theil. The match
against Bluffton went into five
games

(18-3-

30-2- 0,

0,

30-2- 4,

27-3- 0,

and they lost to Case
Wester Reserve in four (30-221
15-12-

),

--

3,

30,

24-3- 0,

28-30-

).

The Ladies showed real

tal-

as host of the annual Kenyon Invitational, sweeping Theil for their lone victory
this respect was their fourth and
final match, where they left the
tournament with true grit, hanging on tired and proud, giving the
ultimate winners of the tournament, Heidelberg, a run that kept
fans gripped.

Although they lost this
match in four games, the Ladies
did not let up and left the match
on a high note, feeling the unity
they sought out to accomplish.
"We played like a team," said
freshman Sarah Brieschke. "And
that was our largest goal for the
day."
"The team really came together for our last match and
played like one unit, rather than
a bunch of individuals," agreed
MacPherson.
"We regrouped as a team before the last match," she said,
"and came out a whole new

ent in all the games, culminating

team."

brave fourth game.
Coach Pam MacPherson does
not look at the weekend as a losing experience.
"Although our record for the
weekend didn't show it, I think
we had a successful weekend in
many other aspects," said
MacPherson.
Perhaps the most telling in

Each of the first two games
was decided in 32 points, with

in a

matching scores of'
Heidelberg winning both of
30-3-

Incredible kills by senior
captain Sarah Wild and freshman
Patrice Collins, as well as pinpoint taps past Heidelberg's defense by sophomore Katie
Walker fueled the Ladies' energy

and enthusiasm. The Ladies
clinched the third game.
The Ladies led Heidelberg
most of the game, when Heidelberg made a final but futile run,
scoring four unanswered points
that brought the game to 23-1- 9 and
eventually tied it at 25. The Ladies battled it out to win 30-28.

"We learned from our failures and improved because of
them," said MacPherson. 'That is
all I can ask for."
In the fourth and final game
the Ladies fought until the end,
running in the very end with
g
attacks by
earth-shatterin-

Collins, until Heidelberg took
the tournament by defeating the
Ladies in the last game
It was not a down note for
22-3-

the Ladies.

OSU-Mario-

Instead, they were able to
regain themselves for these last

at

14-1- 9.

2,

4

c

"

them.

The games ended almost
identically: the Ladies would
pull it together for the very last
points, tying the score at 27, and
battle all the way through.
tt

'
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Fraternities - Sororities - Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1 ,000 - $2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3
hour fundraising event. Our free programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates are filled quickly, so get with the program! It works, Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)
or visit

J

923-323- 8,

yww.campusfundraiser.com
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games, showing a real sense of
teamwork and strength at the finish which they have been working
toward all season.
"While we didn't play our best
at times this weekend," said
MacPherson, "we regrouped as a
team before the last match and came
out a whole new team. In that way, I
think the weekend was a success."
The Ladies play their final
matches of the season against
n
on
Shawnee State and
Nov. 1 . As of now, their record stands

Sophomore Katie Walker goes up for

Jj"
a spike

HI

during the Kenyon Invitational.

Kevin Guckes
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Local Elections 2003

Security officer challenges veteran township trustee
McLarnan: Work with College, Village, residents Samuell: Seek timely replacement offire equipment
BY CHARLOTTE NUGENT

BY CHARLOTTE

-

Staff Reporter

NUGENT

Staff Reporter

Age: 55
Candidate Doug

Community work:

McLa-

rnan spoke with the Collegian
about his experience arid aspirations if elected to the College
Township Board of Trustees.
TKC: Why do you want to run
for a position as College Township trustee?
DM: I was raised on the be-

lief that community service
was something you did as an
obligation. You're not there for
yourself, but to represent citizens and make the best decisions.

TKC: What issues will be your
chief focus if you are elected
trustee?

DM: There are two main

is-

sues. The first is the
operation of the township -roads, zoning issues, environmental issues, cleanup. If somebody knocks down a sign, we
don't have a road man we
trustees do a lot of the everyday work. Second, a big part
of the township's responsibility is the fire department, ensuring it will function in an efficient manner. The fire department is running at a high level
of efficiency right now, and
finding resources to support that
in the future is a concern. We
have a lot of demands and a
very narrow funding base.
day-to-d-

ay

-

TKC: What other local issues
would concern you as township
trustee?
i

tion, Kent State University,
1971.

Planning Commission of

Education: B.S. in

educa-

Occupation: Retired; was
social worker in Knox
County for 28 years. Currently College Township
trustee, director of operations for Knox County Park
District, seminar coordinator for a Wisconsin company.

DM: The overall planning and
development of the township,
trying to keep the best of what
we've had and looking at
what's going to come along and
how to fit that in with the community. The community has
four parts the village, the college, the township, and the residents. AH of these things are intertwined, and trying to balance
the needs of all those different
groups can be tough decisionmaking sometimes. Whatever
Kenyon's Master Plan ends
up doing, it's going to have an
effect upon all of the residents
around here. The overall objectives of the plan I don't have
a problem with, but, ... it would
affect our operational plans.
That's where the relatioaship is.

TKC: What policies andor
projects currently supported by
the township would you like to
remain the same under your
trusteeship?

Mayor: Three compete for Gambier mayor, p.

1

Knox County, 25 years volun
teering for College Township

Fire Department, founding
board member of the
Kokosing Gap Trail, founding

commissioner of Knox
County Park District, leader of

effort to designate the
Kokosing a scenic river, mem
ber of "Clean Ohio" board.

DM: The size of the community, the ability of the people in
the community to know each
other, to be able to count on the
fact that if there is a problem
there's somebody there to help
solve it. I like the feel of our
that's kind of a
community
hard thing to describe.

TKC: Is there anything else
you would like the community
to know?
DM: Planning in government
is the number one thing, but
implementing planning is another story. One of the pitfalls
in government is that sometimes people have no idea
what next step to take. I was a
social worker for 28 years, and
I have experience working with
people to get things done. One
of my best preparations was my
profession, being able to listen,
interpret, gain consensus and
then take action.

GAMBIER MAYORAL
TOWN MEETING
of the candidates.

Sunday, November 2
7 p.m.

Old Bank Building
Sponsored by:
The Kenyon Collegian

Campus Colloquia
Kenyon Debate Society

TKC: Why do you want to
run for a position as College
Township trustee?
JS: I have been a resident
of College Township for 23
years and I have come from
a family background of public service: my mother and

father have both held
elected and volunteer positions in Knox County.

Community work:

"I am

Bank.

year volunteer with
the Kokosing Gap Trail,
and was the first recipient
of their Trailblazer Award
in 1998. 1 was the leader in
the moving and restoration
of the locomotive and caboose in Gambier. I have
also volunteered for seven
years with the College
Township Fire Department
as a firefiehter and EMT."

sues would concern you as
township trustee?
JS: I believe green space
adds so much to the quality
of life for the residents of

cies for funds that could he
used to supplement the tax
dollars we receive to benefit
special projects, including
the fire department.

an

Education: Mount Vernon
High School, Ohio Fire
Academy. Currently enrolled in Paramedic Program at Grant Medical
Center in Columbus.

Occupation: Security

of-

ficer at Kenyon College,

employee

at People's

11

--

and visitors to College
TKC: What issues will be
your chief focus if you are
elected trustee?
JS: The township has an excellent volunteer fire department, but I believe it can be
much better. I am concerned
about the timely replace-

ment of equipment, the
safety of the firefighters,
and optimum response
times to calls. I would also
like to see the township take
the lead in creating a sidewalk for the safe passage
from the campus to the en-

vironmental

right-of-wa-

Township. Through the use
of our zoning and the cooperation with the Village of
Gambier and Kenyon College, the township needs to
strive to keep our township
as green as possible. As for
the college's Master Plan,
the College Township Trustees need to be fully involved
in any discussions with the
College. We need to help the
College in its mission to attract good students and be a
leading employer in the
community.

ys

is- -

TKC: What policies andor
projects currently supported
by the township would you
like to remain the same under your trusteeship?
JS: Our current zoning is
very good. As with all types
of regulations, it needs to be

revisited occasionally
keep up with resident's
cerns.

to

con-

TKC: Is there anything
else you would like the
community to know?
JS: I am young and energetic. I will be responsive

center and

Kokosing Gap Trail. In addition. I believe the visibilon our
ity and
township roads need improvement.

TKC: What other local

TKC: What changes andor
achievements would' you
like to accomplish as
trustee?

JS: I believe the township
should search and apply to
foundations and other agen

to constituent concerns
and will work hard to foster cooperation with the
Village, College, and
county officials. I would
appreciate your support on
November 4.

Technology, taxes debated in Issue

1

BY ROBBIE KETCHAM

3

Remember...

Candidate Jamie
uell spoke with the Collegian about his experience
and aspirations if elected to
the College Township Board
of Trustees.
Sam-

.

Forum: Residents can meet mayoral candidates, p. 2

Council: Two Village seats unopposed, p.

Age: 24

ar

College Township trustee, 3
terms on Gambier Village
Council, 20 years on Regional

i..

Ask questions

4-ye-

Editor-in-Chi-

ef

With widespread support
among newspapers and gov-

ernment leaders including
Gambier's representatives to
the statehouse state Issue
seems poised to pass. But
some groups, including two of
Ohio's major farming organi1

zations, have come out against
the state constitutional amendment to allow bond sales for
science and technology development.
is
At the core of Issue
Ohio's "Third Frontier" program, a plan to expand hightech research and provide "seed
money" to start-u- p companies,
according to a flyer from the
1

Ohio Department of

To provide grants and loans to private businesses, research organizations and
research and develeducational institutions for science- - and technology-base- d

opment.
To allow up to $100 million in bonds to be issued in the first year; then up to
$50 million each year after that, up to a total of $500 million. The legislature
would be required to pass laws to provide for paying the debt service on the
bonds.
To overrule the prohibition against the state government or any local government investing in private companies.
Source: League df Women Voters of Ohio
In an interview with the

Collegian, Ohio House Rep.

Thorn Collier

(R-Mou-

nt

Vernon) said the bonding measure will allow Ohio to benefit
from the economic impact of
technology innovation and will
allow for private development
"With Issue 1," he said,
"we have the private sector, the
private sector and higher edu

while not raising taxes now,

ment, due to government support of some, but not all, companies. The farmers' groups
are also concerned about the
risk of increased technology
funding leading to cuts in ag-

will lead to tex increases
when the bonds are due in the
future. Additionally, they say
that the issue could end up
hindering private develop

riculture expenditures.
However, Collier said
some of the technology research will be geared toward
agriculture.

cation working together."
But opponents, including Ohio Farm Bureau Federation and Ohio Farmers'
Union, say the bonding,

